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Introduction

Our national independent school organization values the constant and deliberate quest for
excellence, and we recognize the vital leadership role that Governors play, in partnership with
Heads, in the permanence and strength of our schools.

CAIS schools have strong Heads who focus on supporting the students of today, and
they benefit from strong Boards that focus on supporting students of the future.
What does this collaborative leadership look like and how can CAIS continually improve resources
for Governors at our schools across the country?
Since the work of our first Governance Guide Task Force and the appearance of the first CAIS Guide
to Governance in 2012, many Governors have put the guide to active use and many have suggested
additions and improvements. In addition to this printed guide, which is geared toward new Governors
and common Board practices, CAIS continues to offer online resources that are updated regularly with
articles, case studies, sample best practices from our schools, a glossary of governance terms, and
additional resources. Our new online community for CAIS Governors provides an opportunity for CAIS
Chairs to pose and answer governance questions. All CAIS documents and studies referenced in this
guide are available in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect, the online portal for our members.
Because we want to ensure that our resources cover the most relevant issues to our members, we
survey Heads and Chairs every five years, most recently in 2016, and we frequently ask members
about their challenges and opportunities. The Governance Guide Task Force researched and
debated the finer points of effective governance practices, and I want to thank all committee
members for their time. I wish to acknowledge our writer, Peter O’Brien, who worked with the
Task Force, consulted with various CAIS members, and worked through written and online
resources to capture the nuances of governance in an accessible tone. A special thanks to Peter
Jewett, Chair of the Governance Guide Task Force, for leading our process and for all of his time
listening to the debates, thinking through the issues, and then helping form consensus on our
positions. Most of all, I am grateful to the CAIS Board for investing in good governance research
and providing thought leadership for this guide in support of our schools.
This Governance Guide sets the bar high on policies and procedures, and it incorporates recent
issues in education and governance. Our hope is that this guide sparks some valuable discussions
and actions in all of our schools.
Thank you for taking the time to read our guide, and thank you for all of your work to support
continuous improvement in school governance. Together, we are ensuring that our children’s
children will continue to enjoy and benefit from thriving schools, where Governors are passionate
about improving and shaping the future of education.
Anne-Marie Kee
Executive Director, CAIS
October 2016
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Foreword

Why This
Guide?

Good governance is an essential part of the foundation of permanent and strong
independent schools.
Many of our CAIS Boards include members who are new to the world of governance, or at
least the world of not-for-profit or school governance. This guide is designed specifically to
introduce the most effective practices, policies and behaviours.
Some believe there is a difference between governance in for-profit and not-for-profit
Boards. While CAIS acknowledges that there are differences between business and
academia, there is no difference in the fiduciary duties and responsibilities of Governors,
although in the area of financial resources, not-for-profit organizations expect and
encourage Governors to be more directly active in fundraising and development.
Even if you are an experienced Governor, it is important to be reminded of the good
governance essentials outlined in this guide, and how to increase your effectiveness. This
naturally leads to the strengthening and future health of the school that you serve.
This guide is a primer—it is not meant to tell you all you need to know. In it, you’ll find
fundamentals and tools, as well as wisdom and insight from many of our CAIS school
leaders. The introductory chapters of this guide provide brief overviews of relevant topics,
with later chapters devoted to specific topics in greater detail.
CAIS encourages you to use this guide as part of your Board and school orientation and
ongoing professional development. Use it as a resource, to prepare for meetings, or to
navigate complex questions when answers are not self-evident. Use it to evaluate how
strategic and effective your Board is and how your Board can help improve your school.
There are issues that confront schools—including such things as risk management,
innovation planning, and fundraising mechanisms—that are sometimes not as clear as those
at many for-profit businesses. Although independent schools must operate with a keen
eye on the bottom line, they must also acknowledge that their primary “business” is the
growth and development of young people, which is always a complicated and pleasingly
challenging enterprise.
It is vital and satisfying work, and that is what makes being a Governor at a CAIS school
so rewarding.
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CAIS National Standards of Governance Practice
What are the Operating Principles of Good Governance?
The CAIS National Standards on independent school governance practice are regularly reviewed and updated.
The following is current to September 2016:
Good governance is key to the success of independent schools. CAIS also concentrates on both outcomes and
“how things work in practice.”
Board members should be selectively recruited and engaged to optimize their contributions to the creation and
execution of the strategic plan, to the mitigation of risk and to the hiring and evaluating of the Head. The Board’s
major focus is always on the long-term strength and permanence of the school.
Every Board meeting should include a discussion of strategy and risk, with documents prepared by the
leadership team and pre-circulated.

Standard 8: Governance
The Board’s membership, structure and processes advance the school’s mission, vision and long-term viability;
and the Board operates in fiduciary, strategic and generative modes.

Indicators of Effective Practice
8.1 The Board adopts a clear statement of the school’s
mission, vision and values, and reviews them periodically.
8.2 The Board oversees the development and implementation of the school’s strategy and strategic plan
that is data-driven and consultative. The Board annually
reviews the major strategic priorities for the school.
8.3 Every Board meeting includes a discussion of
strategy and risk.
8.4 The Board’s size, composition and nominating
process ensure the expertise and diversity needed
to achieve the mission and strategy of the school,
including non-parents on the Board.
8.5 The Board reviews and maintains appropriate
bylaws that conform to legal requirements, including
duty of loyalty, obedience and care.
8.6 The Board has a written mandate to identify and
endorse all roles and responsibilities of its Board
members, committees and task forces.
8.7 The Board has processes to train, assess, improve
and sustain its effectiveness.
8.8 The Board keeps records of its meetings, committees and policies, and communicates its decisions
appropriately, while keeping deliberations confidential.

8.9 The Board has developed a cooperative and
effective working partnership with the Head of
School. The performance of the Head of the school is
evaluated on an annual basis by the Board through a
practised and understood procedure. The results and
the basis of the Head’s compensation are documented.
8.10 The Board ensures the leadership capacity of the
school’s leadership and Board.
8.11 The Board exercises fiduciary responsibility in
attempting to assure the long-term viability of the
school.
8.12 The Board ensures the school has a risk
management policy in place with respect to strategic,
reputational, operational, financial or legal risks.
8.13 The Board devotes time and energy to
generative thinking in addition to meeting its
strategic and fiduciary responsibilities.
8.14 The Board engages in fundraising and has
endowment plans and/or funds in place.
8.15 If the school has a foundation, the membership is
so constituted as to provide the expertise and commitment required to be effective stewards of its assets.
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Generative thinking can be defined as “a process for deciding what to pay attention to, what it means and what
to do about it,” according to Bill Ryan, a research fellow at the Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations at
Harvard University. “In the generative mode, the Board’s central purpose is to be a source of leadership for the
organization, and its principal role is as a ‘sense-maker.’ The Board ‘decides what to decide’; it discerns challenges
and opportunities; and probes assumptions, logic and the values behind strategies.”
Good governance is an increasingly critical part of the foundation for healthy, successful and sustainable
independent schools.
The most productive Boards operate in all three modes of governance: fiduciary, strategic, and generative.

Continued commitment to evaluation and improvement is one of the hallmarks of a
CAIS-accredited school.

Our communities are strengthened when Boards strive to improve governance practice, which leads directly to a
brighter and more secure future for all our students.
In assessing, debating and acting upon the foundational challenges and questions facing our schools, Governors
can truly make a meaningful contribution to the mission-setting, strategy development, and problem-solving that
will shape our students’ future.
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These are the Five Principal Duties
of the Board of Governors of an
Independent School:
1

Fiduciary Duty
to act honestly and in good faith in the best interests
of the school.

2

Duty of Care
to exercise the same care as a reasonably prudent
person in comparable circumstances.

3

Duty of Loyalty
to act without conflict of interest.

4

Duty of Confidentiality
to maintain absolute confidentiality with regard to
Board discussions.

5

Duty of Solidarity
once a vote is taken and a decision is made, to speak
as a Board with one voice.

First Steps

You’re Being Considered as a Possible New Governor
Being a Governor of an independent school is an honour, but the job comes with great responsibility and
demands. Before you agree to join the Board, evaluate the school from the outside looking in. Do you believe in
the mission? If you do not, neither you nor the school will benefit from your membership on the Board. Do you
feel passionate about the school’s academic and extracurricular strengths, its strategic plan and its leadership?
Are you familiar with the school’s finances, policies, its challenges and opportunities for growth? Do you have the
time to commit to this role? Now is the time to ask questions and assess the state of the school so that you fully
understand what you are taking on. Independent schools need committed, engaged and passionate leaders on
their Boards. If you’re being considered for a Board position, it is because your talents and abilities are desirable
and needed. If you agree to join the Board, you can and should expect a rewarding and satisfying experience as
you make a vital contribution to your school and its future.

Now That You’ve Joined the Board
In every school, new Governors represent an infusion of expertise and energy to a Board. Make a positive impact
early on—after all, you are on the Board because the school needs you and will benefit from your previous
experience and your current expertise.
1

Learn About Your School
Before you begin, take time to research aspects of the school’s operation with which you may not be
familiar. If you are not a current parent, you will need a crash course in school culture and the issues of
the day. If you are a parent, you will need to broaden your lens beyond your child’s experience. If you
are an alumnus/a of the school, you will need a refresher on how the school has changed since you left,
and more important, you will need to be open to the school changing even more.
Here is a list of some recommended reading:
• Strategic plan of the school and supplementary
plans for enrolment, advancement, human
resources, and academic programs
• Annual reports and audited financial
statements—at least the most recent three years
• Website

• School prospectus / guidebook
• Sample enrolment management or admissions
package
• All the school’s policies on risk and crisis
management

• Alumni/ae magazine—recent issues

• Current building and development plans,
including cases for support

• Board minutes from the past year

• Three- to five-year financial forecast

• All Board policy documents, including Board
and committee mandates, and descriptions of
the Head’s role and responsibilities
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2

Learn About Being on a School Board
If this is your first time on a not-for-profit Board, you have homework to do. Most CAIS Board
members are new to governance. This is your chance to begin to learn how good Boards operate. As
in many things, theories and thoughts about governance evolve over time. Continuing to learn about
governance and effective Board operations should be on every Governor’s agenda. A great source for
information is the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.

3

Learn How this Board Operates
Every Board is different, as is every school. You will learn the most from your seasoned Board colleagues
and should turn to them for insight and answers as needed. Incoming Board members should be
provided an orientation and a short-term “new member” mentor. If your school does not offer this to you,
ask for it. CAIS recommends that all Board members have a thorough, in-person orientation (a series of
meetings with key administrative personnel, including finance, enrolment management, advancement,
human resources and other members of the school’s executive team). As well, good Boards commit to
regular and ongoing professional development for all members. For new members, it is also important
to identify a current Board member who has served a complete term (and has institutional memory) and
have that person assigned to you as a designated resource on Board matters for your first six months or
so. You should also feel comfortable reaching out to your Board Chair for support, knowledge or context.

4

Become a Thoughtful and Active Participant
Governors are smart and knowledgeable. Learn from your colleagues and observe and listen
attentively. Speak up at meetings and participate fully, but be respectful of the work that has already
been done by your Board colleagues on committees. Use your time wisely, and offer fresh perspectives
without asking for a tutorial or a rehash of old decisions.

5

Ask Questions Often
Often, the best question is “why?” Explanations of policy, rationalizations of key decisions, and
ruminations on process are all great ways to better inform yourself about the school and understand
how you can fulfill your role and add wisdom and wise counsel to your Board.

The only “wrong” question is the one that can be answered by what was already
in your pre-circulated Board agenda package.

6

Show Up
As much as possible, try to be visible at major school functions even if you do not have a formal role.
Engage with your Board peers as well as your constituents. Be a relationship-builder and an active
member of the larger school community.

7

Make a Gift to the School
Now that you are a Governor, your school should be one of your top philanthropic priorities. You may
also be asked to make connections to potential corporate and individual donors that you may know.
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Conduct of Governors

There Are Many Ways in Which a Governor Fulfils His / Her Role
Your obligation to the school as a Governor is to be informed, educated and
engaged. That means many things, including attending meetings, being prepared
and participating fully.
Make Yourself Visible at school events and accessible to others as a spokesperson and a resource.
Be Objective and put the interests of the school as a whole above personal interests of any particular
person or group. This may be a challenge if a Board decision directly affects your child, but you must
vote as a Governor, not as a parent.
Good Conduct requires that Governors accept and support Board decisions. Remember, when the
Board speaks, it speaks with one voice. This does not mean the Board must agree on everything,
but once a vote is taken, every Governor must publicly support the Board decision. In effect, Board
members never take off their Board hats.
Keep All Board Deliberations Strictly Confidential, enabling candour and trust at meetings and
ensuring integrity of the Board’s decision-making process. Have the courage of your convictions.
Engage in critical conversations, but when the vote is taken and the ink is dry on the minutes, support
the Board’s decision and keep everything else to yourself.
Guard Against Conflicts of Interest, either personal or otherwise, and self-identify those conflicts as
they arise (and they naturally will, for some) so that you may be excused from discussions and abstain
from voting.
Ensure Direct Communications to the Head of School, so there are no surprises and so that “parking
lot conversations” do not become Board matters. Building trust between the Board and the Head of
School is an important means of supporting the school.

All of this requires a high standard of personal and collective integrity—
exercise it and your Board will be better as a result.
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Role of the Independent
School Board

What is the Work of an Independent School Board?
A Board holds the school “in trust.” It stewards and safeguards the school for the next generation. It steers,
maintains and guides the school’s evolution. It is a protector of the school’s reputation. Your role is to strengthen
the school for future generations.
The Board of Governors is charged with these vital duties. The Board is the final authority for the school and acts
as one body. Every decision it makes must be made with care.
CAIS has developed a set of operating principles for good governance practice in Canadian schools, which
encapsulates both high standards of practice as well as ethical behaviour. These governance standards can be
found in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.

In essence, the role of an independent school Board is to guide the school’s mission,
vision, values, and strategic goals and to establish policies and procedures consistent
with those objectives. The Board safeguards the assets of the school and enhances
executive decision-making in order to enhance the performance and reputation of
the school.

The Board Will Also:
1

Conduct and Oversee Long-Range Planning for the School
The Board employs a Head to run the school, and the Head is responsible for curriculum development,
finances, enrolment management, student wellness, and faculty hiring. The Board’s focus is on
institutional issues, including oversight of a formal strategic planning process to ensure the school’s
vision is being realized. Together with the Head, the Board creates viable action plans and sets
measurable goals. This “blueprint” acts as a guide for the Board—a lever to effectively organize its work
around truly strategic issues that face the school today.
Boards frequently cross the line between institutional policy and operational policy. Sometimes it is
hard to avoid crossing that line. But a good working Board will always keep its focus away from the
everyday and toward the strategic and long-term goals of the school. Board members must drive
big-picture thinking and encourage a forward trajectory wherever possible. From time to time, Board
members may shift from strategic to tactical support in their role—for example, where a Governor has
marketing expertise and the school does not have those resources. In this situation, the Head may ask
a particular Governor to consider taking a more hands-on role. And of course, every Governor should
be involved in the school’s development activities.
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2

Ensure Leadership Capacity
Possibly the single most important responsibility of the Board is to ensure strong school leadership,
which means that it is the Board’s role to hire, support, coach, and if necessary, fire the Head. The Board
should ensure that there is a process for regular, annual performance reviews of and goal setting for
the Head. The Head’s goals should be aligned with the strategic plan of the school. The review process
should also be consultative and should result in regular and ongoing feedback, as well as opportunities
for coaching, which leads to ongoing leadership growth. There are a variety of Head evaluation samples
in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.
The Head should have a personal and professional development plan, and the Chair should be available
to act as a coach for the Head as appropriate.

The traditional rule of thumb is that the Board has one employee, the Head. However,
the Board also has the larger responsibility of ensuring the overall leadership capacity
of the school. The implementation of this requires careful consideration.

What does this look like in practice? Boards can have a key role in three relevant areas.
First, the Board helps ensure that succession planning is in place. Boards can ask the Head to develop
a map for all leadership positions and can ensure resources are secured for professional leadership
development.
Second, the Board can review the overall structure of the leadership team and challenge the Head to
provide a sound rationale for the positioning.
Third, and this is the trickiest for managing the balance between strategic oversight and operations,
concerns hiring. When it comes to hiring the members of the leadership team, particularly if the
hire is a potential successor to the Head in the event of an emergency, the Board Chair or individual
Governors may have some visibility in the hiring process and may play a role in the process by being
on the “short list” interview team. While the Head could consult with the Chair and/or Governors on
some of the more senior strategic positions (for example, involving the Chair of Finance in the process
of hiring the school’s new Business Professional), the Head makes the final decision on all hiring.
Boards and Heads should aim for synergy and collaboration on long-term issues; a Governor’s eye
must be on tomorrow, enabling a good Head of School—and leadership team—to run the school
smoothly today. From a shared platform of mutual respect, trust and good communication, the best
outcomes are possible and achievable for both.
3

Ensure the School’s Financial Health and Stability
All Governors are responsible for ensuring the school’s finances are well managed and secure, and that
budgets are consistently set that enable the school to grow and evolve.
It is the Board’s role to approve an annual budget based on operational needs and the school’s strategic
plan. This is usually plotted against school-wide fiscal and enrolment constraints and against a three- to
five-year financial forecast based on all revenue streams and assets. Each independent school should
have a three- to five-year financial plan as part of good governance practice. In addition, the Board
requires an annual independent external financial audit—and the Board also oversees all capital assets, as
well as endowment in many cases.
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One strategic area of focus is revenue. While some provinces provide government grants for
independent schools, the majority do not. Therefore, an independent school’s revenue comes from two
main sources: enrolment and fundraising.
4

The Importance of Enrolment Management
A key focus for ensuring the financial health and stability of CAIS schools is enrolment management.
CAIS schools are shifting to a more strategic enrolment management approach and it is important
for Governors to understand these areas of focus. While enrolment management is a function of the
enrolment management team, other enrolment management functions (research, marketing and/or
retention) should be a shared responsibility of the management leadership team, with policy input from
the Board. Different schools manage the enrolment management functions—marketing, communication,
recruitment, retention and research—differently.
Schools should have an effective and comprehensive enrolment management program that includes
research-based planning, strategic pricing, use of financial assistance, and technological capacity.
There should also be an intentional focus on assessing, cultivating, and leveraging word-of-mouth
perceived quality and value.
Enrolment management requires close examination of data trends both internally and externally. Awareness
of market and economic developments locally, nationally, and in some cases, internationally, are essential
factors for awareness and consideration. As schools become more strategic with their use of financial
aid and tuition discounting, school leadership and Governors must understand who is involved in those
decisions, what is the strategy, and how is it working as an enrolment strategy.
Here, as elsewhere, the role of Governors is to ask good questions.

5

The Role of Governors in Fundraising
Each Governor should be personally and actively engaged in helping build and support the school’s
fund development program—which may include an annual fund, a capital or endowment campaign or
a planned giving or bequest initiative. Governors should be active participants in supporting the school
philanthropically and should make connections to other potential donors when possible. These forms
of support are important for the immediate, short-term and long-term health of the school.
Every Governor should be a donor to the school. While Governors have differing capacities to donate, each
should make the school one of his or her main philanthropic recipients—100 % participation in the school’s
fundraising program is both desirable and achievable, and sends a strong signal to the school community.

6

Ensure the School Operates in Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations
Governors are moral trustees of the school and several provincial and federal statutes impose personal
liability on Governors. Governors must therefore be guided by the duty to act honestly and in good
faith in the best interests of the school and exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably
prudent person would exercise in comparable circumstances.

7

Ensure the School Proactively Identifies and Manages Risk
For CAIS schools, risk is defined as any threat of action or inaction that will prevent or hinder a school
from achieving its objectives. The Board must ensure that management has a thorough and complete
risk management process and should be receiving regular reports on risk management and considering
risk management policies.

20
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Examples of risk include concerns related to health and safety, cyber-security, financial, legal and
reputational issues, and ensuring appropriate insurance coverage. These concerns include specific,
narrowly focused programs or projects, and broadly focused risks across the institution.
8

Maintain Good Relations with the Broader School Community of Alumni/ae,
Parents, Faculty, Staff, Students and Friends, and Demonstrate Goodwill Toward
Community-Building
The Board reflects many of the school’s constituents. It must be active in promoting the school’s
mission, vision, values and programs across all segments and building opportunities for good
relationships and greater engagement. While maintaining confidential deliberations, effective Boards
will demonstrate commitment to equity, justice and integrity through composition, practice and
advocacy work—leading with actions and not just words. As a Governor with a prominent, public and
vital role at the school, you will be judged by this standard.
Good Boards are transparent, accountable and consultative. As a Governor, you will have a variety of
formal and informal opportunities to engage with your school community. These will include school
functions, committee and task force meetings, and social and sporting events. In every instance,
a Governor must act as a representative of the Board of Governors in these settings, not as an
individual at large in the community. The imperative is at all times to be present, accessible, open,
engaging and responsive.

9

Develop and Monitor Board-Initiated Policies and Procedures

It is the role of governance to ensure that the school’s policies are aligned with
its mission and strategies, and to manage and reduce risks through appropriate
oversight and assessment.

As the keeper of the school’s reputation and values, the Board will use policy as a tool to achieve
this end. An institutional policy is a statement of purpose or limitation. Boards have the duty and
responsibility to shape policy while administrators have the responsibility to implement the policies
and their attendant rules and procedures. All exceptions to policy must be reviewed by the Head and
the Board.
At independent schools, the Board and Head need to determine, sometimes on a case-by-case basis,
which policies are strategic, and therefore need the approval of the Board, and which policies are
clearly operational. It is unlikely that the latter would go to the Board.
There are some operational policies, which by their nature do not neatly fit into the operational
category: it is in this grey area that Boards often find themselves struggling with their appropriate
oversight role. The Board’s role in reviewing such policies is to question their mission and strategy
alignment. For example, complex student discipline issues often fall into this category—a difficult case
could end up causing legal or reputational risk to a school.
Policies are only official policy when they are written. They are never effective unless all parties to
whom the policies apply are well informed, including faculty, staff, parents, students, alumni/ae, donors,
vendors, etc. At the end of this guide is an appendix listing sample Board-initiated and staff-initiated
school policies that are required as part of the CAIS accreditation process.
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Board Structure and
Composition

Who Should Be on the Board?
Each Governor is essential to the effectiveness of the Board and every seat on the Board must therefore be
filled with competent, committed people who are devoted to the school. This may seem obvious, yet at many
schools there are struggles with Board members who are regularly absent from meetings, or who don’t support
a capital campaign or attend school-wide events. Board composition is an important and foundational part of
governance success.
The Governance and Nominating Committee is one of several standing Board committees in most independent
schools. It is perhaps the most important, because it is the committee that nominates people for Board seats.
1

Organization, Structure, Size
Almost all CAIS schools are not-for-profit, non-share corporations. Under applicable corporate statutes
the corporation has “members” (as defined in the particular corporation’s bylaws) who are the people
who elect the Board. Different schools, depending on their size or other variables, define members in
different ways.
The ways in which a school organizes Board structure, size and terms varies from school to school,
depending on the size of the school, the complexity of its issues, and other variables (for example, if it
is heading into a major fundraising or building campaign).
According to the 2016 CAIS Governance Survey, over half of the independent schools have Boards of
11-15 Governors, and a further third have 16-20. The ideal number of Governors for a particular school
depends on a number of factors, including the size of the school, the range of grades, and whether
the school has a boarding program. The most important determinant of size is organizational
structure. If there are a large number of committees or task forces, even with non-Board member
participants, you will need a larger Board than one that focuses on strategic issues and defers to task
forces to manage work. A Board can be considered too large when its size interferes with its efficient
and effective operation.

2

Board Terms
Is there an ideal length of service for a Board member? Based on the 2016 CAIS Governance Survey,
over 60% of the CAIS schools have three-year terms for Governors and another 20% have two-year
terms. Most schools have the option of Governors serving a second term. Some schools have adopted
two- or three-year terms with the expectation that Governors will normally serve for two terms,
but allow for more than two terms when there is a particular reason for doing so, such as retaining
institutional memory, retaining a specific skill set, or completing a specific project.
There has been considerable discussion recently about the ideal term for the Board Chair. Many schools
have, or have had, a pattern of a Governor serving two years as a Vice Chair or Chair Designate, two years
as Chair and two years as Past Chair. While this pattern has several benefits, it does involve the frequent
turnover of the Head/Chair relationship, a key relationship in the success of the school. When that relationship
is working well it is not in the school’s interest to give it up so quickly.
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On the other hand, there is a limit to the demands the school can put on the volunteer Chair in terms
of length of service, given the demands of the position and that most effective Chairs have busy
lives outside the school. There is a danger that desirable candidates for Chair will be dissuaded by an
expectation of lengthy service.
Some schools are adopting a three-year Chair term or a more flexible approach under which the length
of the Chair’s term is settled between the Chair and the Governance and Nominating Committee, with the
expectation that normally (but not necessarily) the term will be between three and five years. Ultimately this
decision is a balance between ensuring that there is some continuity in the productive relationship between
the Chair and the Head, and ensuring that Board members are comfortable with the Chair/Head relationship.
For Vice-Chairs, Boards should determine the appropriate length of service based on various schoolspecific criteria, including the desire for Board continuity, the professional and personal relationship
between the Chair and the Vice-Chair, whether the school is in the midst of a major building or
fundraising program, etc.
3

Member Profile: Skills and Experience
Who does the school want on its Board and why? Governors are asked to join the Board with a clear
outcome in mind, because they have specific knowledge and expertise, and hopefully because they are
fervent advocates for and supporters of the school.
All Board members bring differing strengths, skills and experience to the table. The most important
aspect of effective Board operation is ensuring a balanced and experienced skills matrix. Creating this
tool will help the Board assess membership composition.
It is recommended that each Board develop a list of critical criteria for Governors based on an
assessment of the Board’s and the school’s needs. Often, schools are looking for individuals
with experience in finance, law, marketing, communications, strategic planning, fundraising, risk
management, human resources, etc. This work is usually the domain of the Governance and
Nominating Committee of the Board but the criteria should be approved by the entire Board.
Every school should strive to have at least one independent Board member not drawn from the
immediate school community—a sector expert who is objective but with impeccable credentials; for
example, a distinguished educator or long-time leader of an educational institution.

4

Representative Seats and Who Can Be a Governor
A Board is not a parliament. Representative seats (i.e. where there is a seat for a faculty representative,
an alumni/ae representative, a parents’ association representative, a staff representative, etc.) do not
lend themselves to a strategic and objective Board, which CAIS advocates as a gold standard for all
independent school Boards. Board membership should focus on talents and expertise, not necessarily
ensuring constituent representation, although most school Boards do have parent and alumni/ae
representation because these Governors also bring specific expertise to the table.
There are, of course, benefits to keeping the alumni/ae and parents’ associations informed about
Board considerations and initiatives so that the efforts of the Board and those associations can
be coordinated and aligned. One effective way of doing this is to have the presidents of those
associations present at Board meetings so that they can hear and participate in the Board’s
discussions. If this pattern is followed it should be made clear exactly what can be reported back
to the associations about Board discussions. Consideration should also be given to whether those
individuals should have a vote at the Board. Practice in this regard varies, but the better approach is
that they should not.
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The Board is responsible for the oversight of the management of the school. An individual should
not be both the overseer and the overseen. Employees of the school should not be eligible to be
members of the Board, even as ex-officio members. Boards can and should invite certain employees
to make presentations to the Board or to attend Board discussions on topics where the employee can
assist with the discussion. For example, the presentation and discussion of financial results would be
very inefficient without the presence of the Business Professional. The point is that the employee is
in the boardroom by invitation and not as of right, and the scope of the employee’s participation is
determined by the Chair and the Board.
The Head is of course in a special position in this regard, given that the Head is responsible for
managing all aspects of the school. The Head should be in the room for all Board discussions, except
when the Board expressly goes into an in camera session. In many cases the Head is an ex-officio
member of the Board, although whether this is the best approach, or the Head should be an invitee
to all Board discussions, except in camera discussions, is a topic to be considered in reviews of the
school’s governance.
Whether the Head is an ex-officio Board member or an invitee, it is better governance practice for the
Head to not have a vote on Board decisions.
5

Role of Board Committees
CAIS recommends that every Board have committees to support the work of the Board and dig deep
into issues regularly faced. Boards should have at least the following standing Board committees:
Governance and Nominating Committee, Finance and Audit Committee, and Advancement/
Development Committee. Many Boards have other standing committees and all Boards should use ad
hoc committees from time to time.

6

Diversity
Once the correct formula of skills, experience and qualifications has been achieved, there is an
opportunity for the Board to reflect on how diverse it is.
Board diversity is very much a hot topic in the world of governance, and has been a government and
regulatory focus across Canada over the past few years.
CAIS schools have increasingly committed to diversity in their faculty, staff and student populations.
Boards, however, often struggle with the frequent tension between seeking specific skills and
experience and creating a “balanced” Board in terms of gender and various ethnic, socio-economic,
religious and cultural groups. This is a place where a school can really “walk the talk.” If the Board
is fairly homogeneous and that is something the school wishes to change, it will need a proactive
approach. Boards should try as best they can to have a robust nominations process that is not limited
exclusively to current parents and alumni/ae, but rather utilizes a diverse skills matrix tailored to the
strategic needs of the school.
Do the Head and Board Chair agree on the issue of diversity and what that means for the school? Have
a conversation and ask whether the Board’s composition fairly reflects the community it serves and
that it wants to serve. What skills or experiences or perspectives are missing from those at the Board
table? Why?
Once these questions have been asked and answered, the Board will need an action plan for the
Governance and Nominating Committee, and perhaps a greater and more uniform understanding
about what “diversity” means for the school.
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What diversity means will vary depending on what is right for your school. Good governance is a
process that is best enabled when those at the Board table possess a diversity of intellectual interests,
problem-solving skills and leadership styles. While you strive to fill Board seats with individuals who
meet your Board skills matrix, you will also want to ensure a balance of perspectives and profiles.
Some considerations include:
• Constituency (parents, alumni/ae, past
parents, grandparents, donors, friends,
sector experts)
• Gender
• Geography/residence (especially for
boarding schools)
• Race

• National origin
• Culture
• Sexual orientation
• Religion
• Physical ability or disability
• Age

Nationally, in 2012, 14% of the members of non-profit Boards were female. Ten years before that it
was 9%. Our CAIS schools tend to be more inclusive than the national average, but ensuring diversity
should be a priority, whether it is by way of gender or otherwise.
7

Recruitment and Nomination
This is a governance area where a formal process should be followed which gives the Governance and
Nominating Committee a roadmap for how best to build the Board from within and externally.

Important Steps:



Develop and Share Criteria for Board Positions
Once the skills matrix is developed by the Governance and Nominating Committee, it should be
approved by the full Board. There are samples of Governors’ skills matrices in the Governance
Resources in CAIS Connect.



Solicit Nominations Broadly and Identify Good Potential Candidates
Consider asking for nominations from all corners of the community, including parents, past parents,
grandparents, former Governors, friends who are invested in the ongoing strength of the school,
and relevant members of the legal and business community. You and your Board colleagues must
be ever watchful for possible good, future candidates. It is also important to seek out objective,
non-current parents.



Cultivate Those Relationships
Ask potential candidates about their experience of the school. Do they understand and believe in the
school’s mission, vision and values. Have they served on other boards? Do they think strategically? Are
they willing to contribute the requisite time, effort and energy, and to make a gift to the school?
Conversations that help tease out the answers to these questions will help the committee decide if
these people are good candidates that meet the Board’s criteria.
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Not every good candidate will be ready to be nominated. A well-thought-out cultivation plan may be
necessary, including identifying the best possible person to make contact with the candidate. Arrange
a meeting between the candidate, the Board Chair and the Chair of the Governance and Nominating
Committee. (This meeting is the time to talk about time commitment, attendance, qualifications and
philanthropic support for the school. Honesty is critical: Board candidates should be given the impression
that this job is both time-consuming and vitally important to the school.)

Consider a “trial run” for potential Board members.
Some schools adopt a “trial run” period for potential Board candidates, during which potential Board
members are invited first to serve on Board committees and task forces. Remember, a person who
does not fit the current criteria may be perfect for the Board in a few years. Keeping a record of
potential candidates is a good way to build a strong candidate pool.



Recruit Nominees
After the Governance and Nominating Committee agrees to a slate of nominees, the Board Chair should
be the one to contact each nominee and ask him or her to join the Board. The Head’s views should be
sought during the nominating process but the Head should not choose the Board, and candidates must
not be given the impression that they are being selected by the Head.



Re-Nominate Eligible Candidates
Many schools allow Governors to serve more than one term. If the Board Chair is committed to a highperforming team, allowing for successful Board members to remain for more than one term can make
sense. Many schools have policies that are flexible, so that the school can maintain continuity and retain
institutional memory.
Good governance requires that a balance be struck between Board renewal and maintaining
institutional memory. If a Board turns over too quickly there is danger of losing traction as well as
invaluable perspective and knowledge needed for successful decision-making.



Consider Thoughtful and Proactive Succession Planning Within the Board
Develop a Board “succession plan” to ensure future leaders have the expertise to perform successfully
and ensure one or two people can take over in key roles at any moment. The Governance and
Nominating Committee should always have an idea of who the next Board Chair might be, and ideally,
the one after that as well.
Some schools provide for a progression of leadership from Vice-Chair, to Chair, to past Chair, but there
should be no “automatic” successions. The Board should continue to evaluate on an ongoing basis and
the option to circumvent the leadership progression must be there should the need arise.



Selection of the Board Chair
The selection of Board Chair is the greatest decision the Governance and Nominating Committee will
make. A Chair manages the Board, models collegiality and teamwork and develops the rapport with
the Head, which sets the tone for the working relationship between Head and Board. Since very rarely
are Board Chairs asked to resign, getting this role filled successfully makes an enormous difference to
the tenor of each Chair term, and by implication, the ability of the Board to work effectively as a group
during that time. The Chair sets the tone for the Board, and in a solid and effective governance model,
others follow suit.
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The ideal Board Chair has had experience on a few committees, especially Governance and
Nominating, and Finance. The Chair must have a good working relationship with the Head, and be able
to act as a trusted advisor and partner for the Head, as well as an effective leader of the Board’s work.
The past Chair is often an ideal Chair of the Governance and Nominating Committee.

It is good practice to identify a Chair Designate at least a year before the end of
the current Chair’s term to provide an appropriate transition for the new Chair.



Presenting the Slate
This is the point at which names, along with bios and résumés, will be sent to the Board for review, along
with the recommendation of the Governance and Nominating Committee. Under governing legislation,
rules guiding how slates are elected vary from province to province, but the important step is that the
full Board approves any nomination. Newly elected Governors will be contacted by the Board Chair,
who welcomes them and provides details about their orientation process. Ideally, the Board Chair should
assign an existing Governor to a new Governor to act as a mentor. These mentors should contact the
new Governors shortly after notification of election to the Board.



Asking Governors to Resign and Retiring Governors Stepping Down
Can Governors be asked to step down? The simple answer is yes—but only in extreme circumstances,
i.e. infractions of Board and school policy, breaching confidentiality, conflicts of interest, malfeasance,
and after the Governor in question has been given an opportunity to address the Board. Board by-laws
should contain a process for removal of a Governor. Of course, ideally the Board Chair would be able
to counsel the Governor to resign prior to such a vote.
When Governors’ terms naturally conclude and they leave the Board, exit interviews should be a
matter of course. Some common questions might include:
• What did you enjoy about your Board service?
• What did you not like about it?

• What are the school’s strengths and
weaknesses?

• What do you know now that you wish you
had known sooner?

• What are the Board’s strengths and
weaknesses?

• What could have prepared you better for
your role?

• What would you like to tell the Board?

• What are the major issues facing the Board
today?

• Would you like to continue to be involved with
the school in some way after you leave the
Board?

A summary of the interview should be reviewed by the Board Chair and the Chair of the Governance
and Nominating Committee as part of the Board’s self-assessment process.
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Role of the Board Chair
in Governance

What Makes a Good Board Chair?
1

The Importance of Partnership
It’s all about partnership. Good Chairs know that there is a direct correlation between the success
of the school and the partnership between the Head and the Chair. Together they must model trust,
integrity, good lines of communication, mutual respect and a commitment to putting candor and
reciprocity at the cornerstone of their interactions. Ideally, the Chair is the main public advocate for
the Head.
Good Board Chairs are judges, moderators, captains and confidantes. They think two steps ahead and
put the greater good of the school at the forefront of every “what should we do?” conversation. Good
Board Chairs are recruiters, mentors and adjudicators: they put the Board on track, build it, lead it and
manage its work. The Chair speaks for the Board, and lets the Head speak on behalf of the school.
Chairs will also discipline their Boards when necessary, and will counsel or remove counterproductive
or disruptive Governors from the Board.
The Chair must be an effective meeting manager, a consensus-builder, a negotiator, a leader and a
coach. The Chair is also responsible for developing the Board plan in consultation with the Head, and
for keeping the Board focused.
A good Board Chair puts in the hours. For most CAIS schools, this task averages at least five to ten
hours per week over the course of a school year. In schools that are conducting major fundraising
campaigns or other major projects which naturally involve the Board, the Chair’s time commitment will
increase. The Board Chair should consider attending all, or certainly major, Board Committee meetings
in order to stay in touch with current issues and concerns.
Sample job descriptions for the Chair are available in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.

2

The Relationship Between the Chair and the Head

Few areas are of greater importance than the relationship between the Chair
and the Head.
For the relationship between the Chair and the Head to function well, there must be mutual trust
and respect for both the people and their offices, frequent and honest communication, a spirit of
collaboration and a shared commitment to the best outcomes for the school. A fundamental building
block of the relationship is that there should never be any surprises, either way. The Chair and the
Head must keep each other informed about school issues at all times, and neither should be asked to
approve a decision under their purview after the fact.
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The Board Chair and the Head should remain in regular communication and set aside time at least
once a week for an hour or so, or at a frequency and duration that seems reasonable and productive
to them. Their discussions should be open, forthright and collaborative. The Head should use the Chair
as a sounding board for decisions, seek guidance, keep the Chair informed of key issues, and seek
approval for policy. The Chair should ask good questions of the Head, particularly in the area of longterm implications for the Head’s decisions. Ultimately the Chair has to find the balance between holding
the Head accountable, while also championing the Head.
From time to time, the Board Chair has to communicate bad news of substance and significance—it
could be related to the Head’s own job or some piece of information that has been badly received by
someone else in the community. The Board Chair is obliged to share this information with the Head as
soon as the Chair is aware of it.
This kind of communication is best shared face to face. The Head will need time to absorb, reflect and
prepare a response. What’s vital here is that the Head and the Board Chair reach an agreement about
next steps and a clear understanding of how to address the issue and prevent a recurrence.
Ideally, the relationship is collegial and collaborative, as the two individuals should share a vision for
the school. The tough part of the Chair’s job is to challenge and support, to provide oversight, while
not overstepping the Head’s role to make decisions, and to implement and communicate strategy. The
Chair has to ask tough questions fairly and balance managing risk with the recognition that innovation
and opportunity inevitably involve risk. The Chair should not get involved in day-to-day operations.
The Head reports to the Board through the Chair. While the Chair sets the agenda for the Board, in
consultation with the Head, the Chair and Head work in tandem to move the Board and the school
forward. When policies are developed, the Head ensures they are communicated properly and the Head
directs operations and management to ensure the process underpinning those policies is followed.
3

Key Principles for a Good Working Relationship Between the Board and
the Head
In order for this relationship to be successful, there must be a foundation of clear expectations and
communications. The Board and the Head share a common goal—a healthy, successful school—but
work in different roles to ensure this goal is met.

FOR HEADS
2

1
The Head is the school’s CEO; the Board is both
a partner in some aspects of the Head’s job and
in others, the Board (and operationally, the Board
Chair) is the Head’s boss. Operationally, the Head
runs the school, but the Board must receive
regular communication from the Head that helps
it to understand progress, problems (if any) and
process. The Head’s responsibility is to ensure that
this communication is received by the Board in
an appropriate fashion, so there are no surprises,
perhaps especially so when the news is not good.

The Head must develop a shared working relationship with
the Board Chair that is respectful, honest and collegial. Like
any relationship, it takes two to make it work.
3

4
The Head must keep (as
must the Chair) a firm eye
on what is truly strategic
(the purview of the Board)
and what is management
(the Head’s domain).

The Head must be
transparent when
communicating with
the Chair and should
never surprise the
Chair.
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FOR CHAIRS

2
The Chair takes responsibility for
working collaboratively with the Head
to address issues proactively and
constructively as they arise, and in
keeping with goals for the school. In
taking on this role, the Chair is agreeing
to be responsible, together with the
Board and the Head, for the well-being
of the school today and in the future,
and is fully committed to ensuring that
this challenge is met. The Chair sets the
Board’s agenda (in consultation with
the Head), runs effective meetings and

1
The Board hires the Head after a sound search and hiring process. There
should be a detailed written employment contract between the school
and the Head. The Chair leads this process. The Chair should adopt the
role of coach, confidante, strategist, ally and supporter of the Head of
School. This applies whether the Chair was such when the Head was
hired or the Head was inherited by a new Chair.
3

4
The Chair acts as a bridge
between the Board and
the Head since the Chair
will have more detailed
knowledge of the Head’s
day-to-day activities.
This bridging role is
particularly important
during in camera sessions
of the Board.

The Chair, and as appropriate,
Committee chairs, should have a
relationship with the members of the
school’s leadership team, especially
ones that are potential successors to
the Head or may be asked to assume
additional responsibilities in an
“acting” role.

FOR GOVERNORS

2
Governors must accept and support
Board decisions on strategy and must
respect Board confidentiality.
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5
The Chair communicates all high-level
comments to the Head, while maintaining
the confidentiality of individual people.

3

4
Governors must keep separate
the interests of the school from
the interests of one particular
child or constituency group.

1
Governors are observers, advisors, and
questioners, but not managers and
certainly not micro-managers. Governors
are on the Board for big-picture thinking.
Generally, Governors must not involve
themselves in management, personnel,
or curricular issues, although there may
be times—depending on the size of
the school or the particular expertise
of individual Governors—when they
are called on to provide input, advice,
counsel or context.

ensures the collective Board works well
as a team.

Governors must support the
Head and demonstrate that
support within the school
broadly.

5
When there is a disagreement with the Head, Governors are responsible for working through an established process and appropriate
channels to resolve those disagreements with discretion and integrity.

6

7
Governors are representatives of a collective, not
individuals who act alone.
Their responsibility when
issues arise is to bring
them directly to the Board
Chair and not to manage
them independently. Keep
the channels of communication crystal clear.

Board Committee Chairs should
develop relevant relationships with
their management counterparts—
for example, the Finance and Audit
Committee Chair with the Business
Professional; or the Development
Committee Chair with the
Advancement Professional—always
being careful to keep the Head in
the information loop.

The Board /
Head Relationship

What are the Roles of the Board?
1

Responsibilities of the Head
The Board is responsible for the hiring, supporting, evaluating, potentially renewing and in some cases
firing of the Head of School.
The core responsibilities of the Head, overseen by the Board, should be stated in the Head’s contract.
Additional responsibilities may be articulated in annual plans or reviews. The Head is the professional
and educational leader of the school and is tasked with the management of all administrative functions,
not unlike a CEO.
The Head of School Should:
• Fulfill the role as visionary leader of the school

• Manage risk and crisis management protocols

• Develop and implement policies with the
Board and staff

• Oversee the efficient running of the physical
plant

• Hire and supervise faculty and staff

• Oversee the school’s fundraising, advancement
and alumni/ae programs

• Be ultimately responsible for the school’s
curriculum and pedagogy

• Keep the Board informed of all major issues

• With the Business Professional, be responsible
for developing, growing and stewarding the
school’s financial resources and assets
In addition, the Head’s formal obligation in governance is related to ensuring good working relationships
with the Board Chair and the full Board, to help ensure their effectiveness wherever possible.
2

Hiring a Head of School
Hiring of a new Head is the single most important task a Board is called on to perform and there are
three phases:
THE SEARCH

All schools should form a search committee, the role of which is to make a recommendation to
the full Board for final decision. The make-up of the search committee is a threshold question, the
answer to which will vary depending on the circumstances and the nature of the particular school,
but most search committees include, in addition to Governors, a member of the school staff (often
as a non-voting member of the committee), alumni/ae—including a young alumnus/a—and perhaps
one or two parents and/or other key stakeholders committed to the school’s future. Normally, the
committee is chaired by the Board Chair or the Chair Designate. The current Head should not be
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a member of the search committee or take part in candidate interviews, given the desirability of
being able to discuss openly and frankly the strengths and challenges of the school. The details
of discussions of the search committee and the identity of unsuccessful candidates should remain
strictly confidential forever.
Most schools hire a consultant to help manage the process, screen applicants and reach out to
potential candidates. Top candidates for such positions often do not actively search for these new
Head positions—rather, they are sought out and specifically approached. Smaller schools may not have
the resources to hire an outside search firm but should at least seek outside objective advice in their
search for a new Head.
The current Head should be consulted about the scope of the position and the position profile, and
may be called on to meet with a short list of candidates for information purposes, or to provide
context and wisdom on the school’s culture. The position profile should be as complete as possible,
and include information on the school, as well as the roles and responsibilities of the position. Often
the position profile also includes information on whether a new fundraising or building program
is being planned, and information on whether all members of the school’s leadership team plan to
remain at the school.
Ideally, there will be one or more potential candidates within the school who have been exposed
to school strategy and have completed some leadership development training, including the CAIS
Leadership Institute. Even when there appears to be a strong internal candidate, the school should
consider a broader search (in many cases on an international scale) to ensure community engagement
and a transparent process.
In some schools, particularly boarding schools, the Head’s spouse may have school-related obligations,
and is often compensated for fulfilling them. In these cases, the search committee will have to consider
the extent to which candidates’ spouses should be involved in the process.
THE ANNOUNCEMENT

Once the decision is made, the Board should have a communication plan that includes
the following:
• Provide an announcement to the school
community and the wider community.
• Inform the CAIS office, which will then share the
information with the wider CAIS community.

• Ensure there is a plan in place to honour the
outgoing Head and celebrate the outgoing
Head’s time and achievements at the school.

• Develop a welcoming committee for both the
Head and the Head’s spouse and family as
appropriate.
Assuming the change is being made in the normal course of Head succession, the outgoing Head has
an important role to play in the transition to the new Head, acting as a mentor and coach during the
transition period and being available when called upon.
THE TRANSITION AND SUPPORT OF THE NEW HEAD

It is important to ensure an appropriate and strategic welcome for the incoming Head, and schools
should form a transition committee with a mandate to ensure the new Head’s success, that meets
regularly for the first year.
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The main tasks include the following:
• Develop and communicate expectations,
particularly around the priorities and pace of
change.
• Establish a healthy trusting relationship with the
Chair and the Board members.
• Clarify communication protocols.
• Ensure the culture, rituals, and traditions are
explained—many of these are hard to capture but
are critical to success.

• Introduce the incoming Head to community
and business leaders, and help the incoming
Head to integrate socially into the local
community.
• Many schools engage an executive coach.
• Provide a thoughtful plan for the incoming
Head’s spouse and family.

• Outline clear rules of engagement for the
outgoing Head of School around HR decisions,
budget, the incoming Head’s access to school
facilities, personnel, trustees, the Head’s residence,
school functions, etc. The incoming Head needs
to be involved in all of these during the transition.
Clarity around these expectations is important.
Perhaps the most important task to get right is communication: between the Head and Chair, to get
that relationship off on a close and trusting footing, and across the school community.
An ongoing debate concerns the role of the retired Head in the years after leaving. On the one hand,
the past Head could be hired as a coach or could assist with fundraising in the short term. But more
and more, schools are recognizing that the new Head will likely be more successful if she/he navigates
the transition along with the Board and leadership team. Many Heads and Chairs advise that “The
greatest gift an outgoing Head can give a school is to walk away and not look back.” It is important to
give the new Head time to establish herself/himself. However, it is also important that the new Head
eventually find a way to include the past Head in the school. Many schools continue to honour past
Heads in a variety of ways.
CAIS has produced a guide for new Heads, “Ahead of the Game: Winning the First Year,” which discusses
critical success factors for newly appointed Heads. It tackles many fundamental questions relevant for
incoming Heads, and should be part of the orientation plan for every new Head of a CAIS school. It also
provides information on efficient communication strategies, and on how new Heads can best come to learn
about the school’s unique rituals and traditions. It includes advice from a number of successful CAIS Heads.
Information on Heads in transition is available in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.
3

Evaluation of the Head
Boards have a responsibility to support the Head of School by providing an evaluation, both annually in
a formal documented process, but also in an ongoing way that supports growth and development.
Schools should have a Head Performance Review Committee, which is chaired by the Board Chair
and often includes the chairs of the Board’s standing committees. In some schools this function is
part of the mandate of the Governance and Nominating Committee. Whatever path is chosen, the
process should be understood by the full Board, and includes goal setting as well as a performance
and compensation review.
The Head should set annual goals and an implementation plan based on the strategic plan. These
should be reviewed and supported by the review committee and then the full Board. Ideally, the Head’s
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goals will include some personal development goals as well. At every Board meeting, the Head should
provide a pre-circulated report that provides updates on the goals. The evaluation is based on the
documentation and progress made throughout the year, as well as reflection.
Increasingly the value and effectiveness of immediate feedback is being recognized. In addition
to engaging in annual goal setting and compensation review, the Chair should endeavour to make
performance review a regular and ongoing undertaking. Whenever review discussions take place,
it is ideal that written review notes be kept, so that at least on an annual basis, there is a record of
the reviews for the benefit of both the school and the Head. It is also important to recognize that
unexpected circumstances often arise which will change immediate priorities from those set out in the
annual goals. The Head, Chair and Board must remain flexible and not become locked into an annual
plan that may be overtaken by current events.
The high-level results of the Head’s review should be communicated to the Head by the Board Chair,
and a high-level summary of the process and results should be shared with the full Board. Should there
be circumstances where a very difficult message is being delivered to the Head, it is always wise to
have someone else (e.g. the Vice-Chair, or the head of the relevant committee that is evaluating the
Head) in the room to be able to verify exactly what was said.
In its task of assessing and reviewing the Head, the Board may make the decision that the Head is in
need of coaching or other forms of assistance. The Board must be clear in its articulation of both the
problems and the proposed solutions. Within this potentially stressful situation, clarity and honesty are
always the goals. Lines of communication should be clearly established—in most cases, the hired coach
or consultant does not communicate with or report to the Chair or Board (other than to understand
the issues) but is tasked only with supporting the Head.
The real challenge for any school comes when there is a lack of alignment between the Head and
the Board. While each case will be unique, the time and energy spent will be enormous. The classic
situation typically involves a Head who is leading change—often at the initiation of the Board—who
then faces push-back from the community. The Board has one employee, and while the job is to
support the Head, the job is to also ensure the long-term strength and permanence of the school.
Managing this kind of scenario requires trust and open communication between the Head and Chair.
Another situation includes a breakdown in trust between the Head and Chair. This is probably one of
the most difficult challenges a Board may face and requires time to form agreement, act with integrity,
and communicate effectively. As with any difficult situation, the Board must have courage and
conviction, taking the time to do what is best for the school.
4

The Board’s Oversight of Compensation for the Head
The Head’s compensation package includes salary, the same basic benefits afforded the rest of the
faculty, and any other benefits that the Board chooses to extend to appropriately accommodate the
Head’s needs and wishes. These may include: housing assistance, car allowance, sabbatical provisions,
moving expenses, schooling for the Head’s children, professional development, augmented pension
arrangements, etc.
The Head’s compensation should be reviewed annually to ensure the best outcome for retention and
performance management. A frequently debated question is whether the full Board should be informed
of the details of the Head’s compensation package. The Board has the responsibility to approve the
terms of the Head’s employment, either directly or through the Head review process, but the specifics
of the Head’s compensation is particularly sensitive information, especially when the Board contains
current parents. Most Boards choose not to share the details with the whole Board, although in these
cases the full Board should be made aware of the basic structure of the Head’s compensation package,
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and the process that was used to determine it, including whether benchmarking of compensation of
Heads of comparable schools was undertaken.
CAIS performs a Heads Compensation Survey every two years, which is available to CAIS Heads and
Board Chairs only upon request. In alternate years, CAIS conducts a Leadership Compensation Survey,
which is available to Heads and Business Professionals.
5

Contract Renewal for the Head
Most CAIS schools extend contracts to their Heads with renewal provisions. Continuity is preferable, as
schools benefit from long-serving leaders who create stability and can foster stronger fundraising due
to deeper relationships. However, Boards must also look at the ability of the Head to continually inspire
and manage change. At some point the Board may feel that a change of Head with the accompanying
infusion of new perspectives may benefit the school.
Most Head’s contracts have a specified end-date but sometimes the contract will rollover automatically
unless the Head or the school gives notice otherwise by a specified date (often one year). There should
be a pre-established timetable for contract renewal discussion, even in the middle of the multi-year
cycle, but certainly no later than one year from the end of the existing contract.

6

Non-Renewal of the Head’s Contract
In rare situations, the contract for the Head will not be renewed or may even be terminated before
the end of term. This decision is never taken lightly, of course, and unless there has been egregious
behaviour, this is never made as a snap decision. The Board should seek appropriate communications
and public relations advice, and relevant legal advice, and debate the financial, legal, community
relationships and reputation implications for the school. Such a decision will have to be made with
accountability, respect, and professionalism.
In the event that the Head is terminated, there may be disruptive ramifications throughout the school.
Students, parents, alumni/ae, teachers, and staff will all be disrupted. There may be teachers, for
example, who disagree with the decision that the Board has made. It is important, as stated various
times in this guide, that the Board speak with one voice, and that once a decision has been made,
especially one as serious as terminating the Head, that all Governors remember their duties of loyalty,
confidentiality and solidarity. The Board should consider retaining professional crisis communication
consultants to support the Board during these times of transition.
Above all, Governors should remember their responsibility is to the future strength and permanence of
the school, especially when they are called upon to make tough decisions. The best current and future
interests of the school must be kept paramount.
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The Responsibilities of the Board
Re Leadership Capacity

Working With the Current Leadership, Planning for the Future
As discussed earlier, in the chapter “Role of the Independent School Board,” the single most important
responsibility of the Board is to ensure strong school leadership, both now and for the future. This includes the
Board’s role in hiring, supporting, assessing and if necessary, firing the Head. It also includes the Board’s role in
helping ensure senior leadership capacity and succession.
In both Head succession planning and senior leadership succession planning there should be a crisis plan in place
that helps determine relevant roles in the event that the incumbent is unexpectedly incapacitated.

1

Head Succession
CAIS believes strongly in doing whatever it can to ensure an appropriate pipeline of future candidates
for leadership positions at all CAIS schools.
According to recent CAIS research, approximately three out of five Heads of CAIS schools anticipate
they will be retiring or leaving their schools in the next six years. Approximately one in five of the
Heads say they anticipate retiring or leaving their school in the next three years.
Because of these numbers, CAIS believes that there is a gap between the number of Heads that will
be required in the coming years and the current pool of potential leaders. In order to ensure healthy
succession plans, more attention needs to be paid to leadership development, organizational design,
and plans for expanding and encouraging leadership pipelines.
It is the responsibility of the Head to put leadership succession plans in place and the Head should
report to the Board annually on related progress and challenges.

2

Senior Leadership Succession
For senior leadership positions at CAIS schools, there should always be a succession plan that identifies
potential internal successors. To assist this process, CAIS has developed a variety of professional
development opportunities that assist school leaders as they strengthen their current talents and as
they seek to acquire new expertise.
The Board should ensure, as appropriate, that professional development and training resources—
for opportunities provided by CAIS or other organizations—be put toward the school’s leadership
succession planning.
These professional development and training opportunities will help ensure the future strength of
CAIS schools.
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Board Meetings

Opportunities and Milestones
Governors are generally accomplished, successful people who have many demands on their time. If Board
meetings are unproductive or dull, volunteer enthusiasm wanes. It is important that Board meetings are effective
opportunities for decision-making and real progress.
Meetings have several functions. They:
• Give Governors a chance to ask critical questions
about issues of vital importance to the school,
including risk and strategy.
• Provide Governors with new information to update
themselves on current school events and issues.

• Focus on generative discussions but also on
decision-making.
• Are never boring! The best meetings are interesting
and engaging, with lively debate and presentations.

• Are an opportunity to evaluate goals and objectives.
• Keep the Board cohesive in its enterprise.

1

Key Elements for Successful Board Meetings

Many school Boards start meetings with a moment of reflection on why the Board
is there and on the duty of the Governors to strive to uphold the mission and
well-being of the school. Some schools do this by starting Board meetings with a
reading of the school’s mission and vision. This may be a useful way of setting the
Governors in the right frame of mind.

In general terms, consider these elements: Reason, Role of the Board Chair in Meetings, Rules, Reports,
Frequency and Length, Board Support.
REASON

The agenda is the blueprint of the meeting: its purpose, structure and direction. Agendas that are well
thought out and that are sent in advance start meetings on the right foot. Agendas are set by the Chair
in consultation with the Head. During the meeting, it is the function of the Chair to use the agenda
wisely and ensure discussions and decisions are navigated with success.
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Agendas Should:
• Relate to the key responsibilities of the Board

• Allocate realistic times for each item

• Ensure each agenda item is clearly identified as
a discussion or an action item

• Reflect carried-over items from past meeting
minutes

In addition it is important that the Chair and secretary to the Board:
• Make sure the right people are in the room
• Confirm presenters and attendees
• Ensure a full house, including quorum as per the
school’s by-laws

• Ensure agenda packages and all reading
material are sent at least a week in advance so
Governors can read them and come prepared

ROLE OF THE BOARD CHAIR IN MEETINGS

All Governors have a role to play at a meeting, not just the Chair, but the Chair is directly responsible
for ensuring successful meetings. The Chair is the meeting facilitator and it is the Chair’s job to ensure
the meeting is conducted effectively.
Effective Board Chairs will:
• Start and end meetings punctually, out of
respect for people’s time
• Encourage participation from all present

• Refuse to allow personal agendas
• Avoid prolonged discussion without a
motion

• Curtail or silence “soapbox” grandstanders
RULES

There are some that are not negotiable. Don’t descend into a scrum; there should only be one speaker
at a time. It is also vitally important that the Board must decide, and then move on. Being courageous
is just as important as being organized. Don’t spend time on trivial matters. Ask yourself: “Is what we
are working on really advancing the mission of the school?”
A good meeting Chair won’t allow endless discussion without reaching a vote. Decisions must be made
and once a vote is taken it is final; there should be no further discussion unless the topic is re-opened in
session, in the wake of a new development or new information. Have the strength of your convictions
and keep a firm collective and individual commitment to confidentiality regarding Board discussions.
REPORTS

Minutes are a legal and historical record of decisions made, how they were made and why; they leave a
trail of who is supposed to do what, and where responsibility lies. Good minutes are not transcripts, but
they do include salient points raised, decision outcomes, assignments and action items. They should be
clear and crisp. Minutes from the previous meeting should be circulated in advance.
FREQUENCY AND LENGTH

According to the 2016 CAIS Governance Survey, over 60% of school Boards meet seven to twelve
times a year. Another 30% meet five or six times. Meeting more than seven or eight times a year does
seem to be asking for a very large commitment from volunteer Governors and raises the concern that
with that amount of meeting time the Board may well find itself straying into operational matters to an
inappropriate degree.
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Dates and times for meetings should be pre-set at the start of the school year. Attendance should be
mandatory. Governors who regularly miss meetings should be asked by the Board Chair to step down
from their role in favour of a more commited or available participant. Exceptions to this rule might be
made for alumni/ae overseas or boarding school parents who do not reside near the school.
As much as possible, the goal must be over-arching consistent participation among all Governors. This
is vital to solid Board performance and good outcomes. Meetings should be managed within a two- to
three-hour agenda and should always include generative discussions and input.
BOARD SUPPORT

Usually, an internal employee (often the Head’s executive assistant) will be responsible for all collateral
assembly, distribution, minute-taking, logistics, organization and administrative support related to
Board meetings, retreats and calls.
2

How to Best Ensure Productive Board Meetings?
Board members should commit to the following:
• Ask intelligent, thoughtful questions
• Be punctual and attend 100% of meetings

• Contribute your wisdom, skills and knowledge
at each meeting

• Read your agenda/information package in
advance of the meeting

• Discuss topics with energy, integrity and
grace, but without personalizing issues

• Inform the Board Chair, in advance of a
resolution, if you have concerns

• Support the Board Chair and the Head in
resolving issues

• Inform the Board Chair in advance of any
potential conflicts of interest

• Maintain strict confidentiality and do not
discuss Board business with anyone other than
other Governors, outside of meetings

• Take off your “parent” or “alumni/ae” hat and
see the school through a wider lens
• Arrive at each meeting thoroughly prepared,
ready to participate: in brief, move the ball
forward, don’t just make noise
• Build on the work of committees
3

• Act as a mentor to and assist newer Governors
when needed or asked
• Publicly support Board decisions even if you
did not support the decision of the Board at
the time a vote was taken

Develop a Board Annual Calendar or Macro-Agenda
There are three components to effective Board meetings, and the development of an annual calendar
helps to ensure Boards operate in fiduciary, strategic and generative modes throughout the year.
Agendas include a number of standard items: finance, governance, facility, and the Head’s report on
strategy and annual goals. In order to meet the strategic needs of the school, most Boards receive reports
on strategy and risk related to advancement, communications, enrolment management, human resources,
academic and/or co-curricular programming. Traditionally, Boards have invited leaders to present to the
Board to give them opportunity to share their strategy and passion. These presentations give a human
element to the work of the Board and help it in its role as champion of the vision and progress of the
school. CAIS recommends that presentation materials be pre-circulated, so that the interaction between
the Board and leadership team is mostly discussion-based, not presentation-based.
The third component of Board work is generative, and while this is the most challenging to include,
it is of the utmost importance for the strength and permanence of schools. Ideally, the Governance
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and Nominating Committee, with the assistance of the Chair and the Head, collects the topics to be
covered and schedules them over the course of the year. Most Boards find the best way to explore
big ideas is at a retreat, and some Boards schedule the first hour of each meeting for generative
conversation. What is important is that the Chair of the Board work with the Head (who works with the
leadership team) on the materials to be pre-circulated so that the conversation can be well-informed.
CAIS recommends that the CAIS 12 Standards be covered at some point in the annual calendar:
1. Vision, Mission, Values and Strategy

7. Enrolment Management

2. Co-Curriculum and the Learning Environment

8. Governance

3. Academic Program

9. Finance

4. School Leadership

10. Physical Plant, Health and Safety

5. Human Resources

11. Commitment to School Improvement

6. School and Community

12. Boarding Program

As a reminder, there is not a separate standard for risk management; it is an element of each of these
standards and should be an integrated element of related Board discussions and decisions.
4

Adopt a Consent Agenda
Board members’ time should be used efficiently and effectively. It is a good practice to set time
estimates for items on the agenda. This signals to Governors expectations about the scope of each
agenda item. The time estimates should of course be realistic and it is important not to cut off useful
Board discussion if the estimate turns out to be too short. Quick meetings are not necessarily better
than longer meetings, but ideally, regular meetings should not last more than two to three hours. The
main thing to ensure productive meetings is to ensure that all Governors arrive prepared and are
willing to be concise and strategic in their questions and recommendations.
Many schools are also adopting consent agendas. A consent agenda is usually covered as a single item
at the beginning of a meeting and encompasses things that the Board would normally cover with little
or no comment, and reporting items that require no specific action by the Board.
This may include the following:
• Minutes of the previous meeting

• Dates of future meetings

• Routine management and committee reports
or other reports provided for information only
Discussion on and questions about individual items is permitted after the motion for approval of the
consent agenda is made and before the vote, but Board members must remember that extensive
conversation defeats the purpose of the consent agenda. Because the consent agenda is traditionally
approved with little or no discussion, it is essential that material reach Board members well in
advance of the meeting so that members have sufficient time to read the material.
CAIS schools that have successfully moved to a consent-agenda meeting find that they benefit from
more time for generative and strategic discussions while the Governors are still fresh and ready to
debate big ideas and strategies.
Various CAIS Boards have reported that it is helpful to organize the agenda so that the generative
discussion immediately follows the consent agenda part of the Board meeting. This allows more time
for contextual and strategic conversation, and often the basis for sound decision making.
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5

In Camera Sessions
A closed meeting or an in camera session—sometimes referred to as an “executive session”—is a useful
tool for protecting and advancing the best interests of the school and the effective functioning of
the Board. These sessions provide a forum for handling issues that are best discussed in private, for
creating robust discussions and strengthening Board communications.
In camera sessions perform three functions. They:
• Assure complete confidentiality

• Enhance relationships among Board members

• Offer a mechanism for Board independence

These sessions are, by definition, by the Board and for the Board alone. They may take place before or
after a Board meeting and are exclusive to Board members (i.e. all staff, guests and the Head step out
of the room), but sometimes the Board may invite the Head or external advisors to join for part of the
session. Often, in camera sessions will start by asking the staff to leave and the Head will remain, and
then ultimately the Head will be asked to leave as well. Invitations to join an in camera session are the
exclusive domain of the Chair.
Is it ever appropriate for a Board Chair to call an unscheduled in camera session? The answer is yes—
but Chairs should handle this cautiously. When the purpose of the in camera session is achieved, the
regular Board meeting may resume. An example might be to take a straw poll, or for the Chair to
gauge the Board’s appetite for a new endeavor.
According to the CAIS 2016 Governance Survey, over 95% of CAIS schools now hold in camera
sessions. CAIS recommends as a best practice to schedule an in camera session for every Board and
committee meeting as a regular agenda item. This avoids any unusual alarm or tension caused by
suddenly calling an unscheduled in camera session.

After an in camera session, the Board Chair must summarize the substance of the
session to the Head while maintaining confidentiality as to who said what.

The idea of a private conversation may seem contrary to the ethos of transparency and also to the
effective, trusting relationship between the Board and the Head. However, provided they are handled
appropriately, in camera sessions are an effective component of good governance communications
and they are a mechanism that will help to surface concerns that would otherwise fester unaddressed.
Common agenda items for in camera sessions include: peer-to-peer Board discussions, the Head’s
performance, compensation review, personnel issues, major business transactions, crisis management
and Board succession planning.
Because many Governors are also parents of students in the school, meaning that they have two
relationships with the Head and the staff, it is not surprising that some Governors will be more
comfortable and forthcoming discussing certain matters without the Head or staff present.
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How should in camera sessions be handled?
• Begin by establishing a Board policy that
articulates the process for calling and
conducting in camera sessions.
• The Chair will clarify who is to be present at
the in camera session. Anyone invited to stay
will be invited by the Chair.

• The Chair will provide the Head with a
briefing on the outcomes of an in camera
session. Normally minutes are not taken
during in camera sessions as these sessions
are intended as an opportunity for the Board
to discuss matters “off the record” and not
as a time for formal business other than the
approval of the Head’s contract. If there are
formal votes taken in camera, these should
be reported when the Board goes back into
general session and recorded in the minutes of
the Board meeting.

Remember that an effective Board will always be addressing the right issues in
the right setting with the right people at the table, reaching conclusions that
positively move the school forward.

In camera sessions can be an important lever in accomplishing this.
Best practice for Board committees is to hold in camera sessions as part of every meeting. There
are examples when Board committees must meet in camera, such as the in camera meeting of the
Finance Committee with the school’s auditors to ask the auditors whether they had full cooperation
from the staff during the audit, whether there were any disagreements with the staff about the audited
statements, and whether the auditors have any concerns as a result of their audit.
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Board Planning

Ensuring the Board Plans for Both Current and Future Needs
A solid strategy is essential for the immediate and future health of CAIS schools. Strategic plans are the result of
management’s initiative, research and consultation, with input from the Board, and with ultimate approval and
oversight by the Board.
In many cases, an outside professional facilitator provides valuable benefits, but this is not essential, and may
not be affordable for some schools. In all cases, though, some expertise in strategic and long-term planning is
important to the process.
Boards may choose to have sessions prior to the actual planning exercise, in order to provide all Governors a
common base of knowledge about current and future educational dynamics, about changing demographics, or
about best pedagogical practices at other local, national or international schools.
The strategic plan is the articulation of what the school seeks to accomplish, and traditionally these plans look
at the next four to five years. Although this is the norm, if there are immediate challenges that the school faces—
for example, financial distress, an unforeseen risk or crisis, a human resources issue that has the potential to be
disruptive to the normal operation of the school—a shorter, more focused time frame may take precedence.

A good strategic plan is contextual—taking into account the realities of the school as
it operates today—and also aspirational—taking into account ambitions for the future,
and in some cases the distant future.

The plan should lead to annual implementation plans that are practical, with goals, action steps, targets and ways
to measure success that guide yearly operations. These can and should be adjusted as necessary. The annual
goals of the Head should be aligned with the strategic and implementation plans, and the evaluation process for
both the Head and Board should also reflect those plans. There are good samples of strategic plan templates in
the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.
A good strategic plan enables the school to be in control of its future, to use its resources wisely and to
strengthen its forward trajectory. The plan is the roadmap for the Board’s own work and serves as a guide for
planning and executing all Board activity.
Many CAIS schools have on their Boards people for whom non-profit Board work is a new experience. It is
common for these individuals to become overly involved in the “here and now” issues. But the job of Governors is
to plan not for “here and now,” but for tomorrow.
In addition to ensuring the current health of the school that they serve, Governors must play a role in ensuring
the long-term viability of the school.
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CAIS encourages leaders at member schools to push strategic thinking beyond the traditional five-year planning
cycle and to envision independent education in the decades to come.
Among the challenges that schools will be addressing in the coming decades, CAIS has
identified the following:
• The increase in online learning
• Public schools that provide excellent and
continuously improving education
• Salaries and other expenses that continue to rise
• Evolution to a more professionalized workforce,
especially in terms of HR, marketing and
communication expertise
• A growing number of fee-conscious parents

• Changing demographics, which can in some
instances represent decreasing enrolment numbers
• More emphasis on global education and
experiential learning
• Facility renewal
• Focus on wellness
• Donors who are asked to juggle many requests for
support

Governors can strengthen the long-term health of their schools by challenging school leaders to anticipate and
address these and other related business, pedagogical and demographic challenges.
In order to ensure that schools have the necessary resources to continuously update and improve their
educational programs and facilities, they must ensure that they have sustainable economic and business models
to do so.
In 2015, CAIS launched The 2051 Project to research international practices in academic and business innovation.
The additional trends identified include personalized learning, centres of excellence, non-traditional revenue
streams, collaborative professional development, online and blended learning, and other forms of innovation. A
key finding is that schools will have to invest in more innovation planning, meaning that Heads and Governors will
have to be more externally focused, and open to taking some calculated risks.
At a time when all school leaders are feeling stretched to manage the day-to-day operations of a school,
Governors can play a creative role in terms of encouraging and imagining opportunity.
Governors are encouraged to learn more about The 2051 Project on the CAIS website.
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Board Communications

How a Board Communicates Is Often as Important as What It
Communicates
1

Communications to the Community
In carrying out their duties, Governors will interact with members of the school community on a
regular basis, including the Head, senior staff and faculty. Most of this interaction will happen during
the course of committee work and the individuals involved tend to be professionals from finance,
advancement, and enrolment management, as well as department heads and teachers who have
special skills or interest in working on project teams. Sometimes these people will attend Board
meetings as invited guests. These are formal opportunities to interact, and communications are
defined at these times by the Governors’ Board roles.
This means, for example, even if Governors have a strong personal relationship with the Director of
Athletics who coaches their son’s or daughter’s soccer team, it does not allow Governors to use that
relationship in a Board conversation about the future of the soccer program, or engage in an off-line
conversation with the director about Board business. Guard against the temptation to blur the lines
between communications in such settings—both in content and delivery. Governors have different
hats as a parent or alumni/ae and Governors must remain aware of the circumstances in which
communications take place and which “hat” takes precedence. In the dispensation of Board business,
the Board Governor “hat” always comes first.
Governors will also interact—at sporting events, concerts, and social occasions—with other
administrators, teachers, parents and students. At all times, Governors must remember their role and
that they are representatives of the Board. If staff or faculty members approach a Governor to discuss
a Board matter, the Governor must direct them to the Head or the Board Chair. Do not get drawn into
discussions about policy, grievances or, worse, end-runs on the Board Chair or Head. Any time that
Governors are approached in this way, it is their responsibility to raise it with the Head or the Chair. As
well, for any Governors who are current school parents, it is vital that they do not let their experience
as a parent with individual teachers or coaches colour their attitude towards issues relating to faculty.
This is not easy, but Governors must keep the well-being of all faculty and all students in mind as they
dispense governance for the school.

The Board should have a proactive communications plan with regard to the
broader school community. Both content and schedule must be carefully planned
in advance, usually with the Head and Director of Communications, if the school
has one, so that the school community hears from the Board “with one voice.”
Communications should be clear, accessible, transparent and responsive.
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Communications may include web content, messages to all parents or parents and alumni/ae and
town-hall meetings. This communication is part of the Board’s commitment to transparency, and
should be executed intentionally, not organically or in reaction to ad hoc circumstances.
2

Communications at Meetings
Board meetings are where a great deal of formal and informal Board communication takes place. These
meetings are where generative discussions focus the Board’s strengths against the school’s pressing
needs. They are also where individual Governors learn how to fulfil their role best, where Governors
learn from each other and where a great deal of information and knowledge is shared.
On average, half of every Board meeting should be devoted to strategic issues discussion, decisionmaking, education or training. As much as possible, avoid information-processing communications at
Board meetings, and focus instead on information-generating.
Proper communications etiquette (respect, candour, confidentiality, punctuality, etc.) is the obligation
of all Governors.
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Board Committees

What Committees Should a Board Have and What Do They Do?
All Boards establish committees that work on aspects of governance and report to the Board on their progress. They
should have clear mandates with annual responsibilities that are vital to the ongoing and future success of the school.
The main role of committees is to dig deep into issues so that the Board can make a well-informed decision with
reasonable assurance that all aspects and implications have been addressed. It is important to remember that Board
committees always support and are servant to the Board, and it is the Board alone that makes all significant decisions.
Governors who chair committees have a special role to play: they are overseeing de facto working groups whose
output helps the Board make sound decisions based on good information. All of the same operating principles
for meetings and conduct that exist for the Board also apply to committees. The ability of these committees to
function with integrity and effectiveness is vital to the Board.
1

Rationale
Every committee should have a clear mandate, including a written overview of the committee’s
purpose and goals, and the expectations the Board has for its members. This mandate should be
clear to the Board, clear to committee members and clear to the community at large. Making this
explicit will allow for better function and communication, and ensure a consistent approach across the
membership of the committee. Establishing a clear practice for reporting and communication will also
help ensure timely outcomes.

2

Composition / Size of Committees
No strict rules govern committee composition and size. Different schools will have different realities
and must develop committee structures that work for them. An ideal size for most committees is no
fewer than four or five, and no more than ten.
In most independent schools, committees are made up of Governors and non-Governors (except the
Governance and Nominating Committee, which, depending on the jurisdiction, is normally made up of
only current Governors).

3

Standing vs. Ad Hoc Committees
All independent school Boards have committees that work on various areas of strategy, governance
and risk. Boards must consider what standing and ad hoc committees are appropriate to the school.
Standing committees are permanent, formed to do their assigned work on an ongoing basis. Ad hoc
committees are formed for a specific task or objective and are dissolved when the task is completed or
the objective met.
A school’s by-laws typically allow the Board or the Board Chair to appoint committee or task force
Chairs. Once Chairs are recruited, committee membership is decided either by the Board Chair
in consultation with Committee Chairs and Head of School, or the Committee Chairs decide on
committee composition, usually in consultation with the Board Chair and the Head of School.
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STANDING COMMITTEES

Typically, independent schools have at least the following standing committees:
• Governance and Nominating Committee
This committee identifies, cultivates and recruits new Governors. It is responsible for Board
orientation, nominates officers, conducts Board self-assessment processes, and will ensure the
appropriate recognition for all Board members within the school.
It should do the following: review the by-laws, policies and procedures to ensure they are
comprehensive and up to date; ensure that all new Board members have an orientation to the Board;
ensure the annual Board self-evaluation process is completed in a timely fashion; provide a clear
and transparent process to identify and recruit Board members; provide a clear and transparent
process to identify successors to the position of Chair (and other officers, if applicable); oversee the
identification process for filling vacant Board positions if these become vacant during a term; ensure
the Board profile is meeting the needs of the school; and oversee risk management processes and
procedures as they relate to governance.
• Finance and Audit Committee
This committee oversees several vital areas, including the long-range financial plan, annual operating
and capital budgets, tuition-setting and the school’s financial performance, cash flow, financial
reporting and investments.
The Finance and Audit Committee should develop the financial plan for the school, including
developing the annual budget and a three- to five-year financial forecast, and recommending
tuition levels (setting tuition levels should be a Board decision); monitor the budget and make
recommendations for adjustments; help the Board understand the issues affecting the school’s financial
health and be the resource for financial reporting and financial sector trends. Almost all schools
have individuals with financial sector experience (managers, planners and accountants) serve on this
committee. Every Finance and Audit Committee should have at least one member who is financially
literate, having experience with understanding financial statements and accounting issues.
The Finance and Audit Committee will also recommend the independent auditor for the Board’s
approval and will work with the Business Professional and staff to ensure the successful completion
of annual audits. As part of the audit process, the committee should meet in camera with the auditor.
Other important functions of this committee include overseeing the school’s financial reporting
process, including quarterly financial statements, forecasts, and annual reports; ensuring financial
planning and internal control procedures are in place; and overseeing loan, banking, insurance and
investment arrangements; and compliance with applicable laws and regulations related to these.
• Advancement / Development Committee
“Development” is the term most schools ascribe to fundraising, while “advancement” usually means
development and alumni/ae relations, communications and other external relations functions
combined. The Advancement / Development Committee oversees the school’s marketing,
communications and fundraising activities. It should develop with the Board fundraising goals for
each year, including the annual fund, special events revenue and other fundraising campaigns. Where
applicable, it should oversee fundraising campaigns. It will facilitate and support the engagement of
Board members and other Board volunteers in fundraising and “friend-raising” activity.
The members of this committee should consider themselves active fundraisers for the school, and
will provide guidance and appropriate oversight of major fundraising initiatives, as well as act as
ambassadors for philanthropic engagement of donors in the life of the school.
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All Board members should be active in raising funds for the school, and should be asked to make an
appropriate gift before they solicit others.
• Head Performance Review Committee
According to the CAIS 2016 Governance Survey, about half of CAIS schools have either a standing or ad
hoc Head Performance Review Committee tasked with assessing and reviewing the work of the Head
on an agreed-upon schedule. CAIS recommends that this committee include the Board Chair and the
Vice-Chair, and one or more Chairs of other Board committees. At other schools this activity is taken on
by one of the other standing committees, usually the Governance and Nominating Committee, or by the
Board Chair with one or two other senior Governors.
This committee will assess the Head based on the position description and action plans that have been
approved by the Board and which itself should be annually reviewed and updated as needed. The
position description and action plans should be accessible to all Board members and perhaps as well to
the school’s senior leadership to inform them of the responsibilities of the role.
An ongoing discussion of the skills and competencies for the role should also be factored into the
review of the position description. This will assist in identifying personal / professional development
objectives for the Head and will also be a valuable starting point for any recruitment in the event of a
vacancy in the role.
Some schools also have additional standing committees, including:
• Facilities / Buildings and Grounds Committees
Schools, even schools with substantial campuses, should consider whether it is appropriate to have a
standing committee devoted to buildings and grounds, given that most of the issues related to buildings
and grounds will be operational matters. It may be a better approach for many schools to strike ad hoc
committees to oversee major buildings and grounds events such as a major building project.
If there is a standing Buildings and Grounds Committee, overseeing a campus master plan and
major construction activities, as appropriate to the long-term planning of school, are major tasks of
this committee.
The annual capital maintenance and development budget is one of the key elements of a school’s
financial planning and, in the case of schools with extensive grounds, one of the most significant
financial line items. Oversight by the Board of this area is important, and many Boards appoint a
designated committee to cover the area in more detail and bring to bear experience and oversight
in the property and risk management area. A central strategic task of this committee and the Board
is consideration of the facilities implications of innovation initiatives in education and the specific
school’s programming and approach to learning.
Management, with oversight by the committee (or the Board in the absence of a committee),
should develop a long-range property plan, overall maintenance schedule and associated budget
for approval by the Board. The long-range budget often covers many years, because maintenance
expenses tend to be inconsistent year-over-year, and should be factored into the school’s financial
planning well in advance. This committee should review and approve the overall annual maintenance
schedule and associated construction and maintenance contracts that are outside the signing
authority of the Head.
• Chairs Advisory
One question for all Boards, especially as they move through the nominations process, is how to
retain their institutional memory. When a Chair’s term is over, much can be lost. Some schools have
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implemented a Chairs Advisory Committee that does not meet frequently but is convened, usually at the
initiative of the Board Chair, when there are large issues or major decisions to be made.
AD HOC COMMITTEES

As noted earlier, Boards also create ad hoc committees that exist for a finite period of time. An ad hoc
committee might be asked to undertake a specific task or to investigate strategic issues and bring
research and/or policy recommendations to the Board. These committees can be invaluable to the
Board not only for their input but also because they provide an important forum for potential future
Governors to contribute.
Examples of potential ad hoc committees at independent schools are strategic planning, head search,
and capital campaign.
Regarding a proposed ad hoc education or educational program committee: because generative
discussions of curriculum and pedagogy are a natural component of Board deliberations, it is not
recommended that schools establish standing education or educational program committees, as
such committees can quickly be overwhelmed by operational issues. For example, the Board or its
committees should not be debating the Grade 10 reading list (unless it is facing a public relations crisis,
in which case the crisis—and not the reading list—is the issue). In the event that an ad hoc education
or educational program committee is established, it should have a clearly defined task: for example,
whether to recommend that that school become an AP or an IB school.
Among the potential ad hoc committees that deserve additional commentary and context is a Human
Resources Committee.
For most schools the largest budget line-item by far is human resources, and the attraction and
retention of excellent people is critical to the school’s well-being and future strength.
Before establishing a Human Resources Committee—whether standing or ad hoc—the Board should
consider whether this is the best approach for its particular school, rather than treating human
resources along with the rest of risk management (see the discussion below under the chapter on “The
Board and Risk Management”).

Whatever they decide, both large and small schools share the same concern: that
any HR committee established—either as standing or ad hoc—not concern itself
with operations or HR decisions of the Head.

It should be remembered that human resources is the purview of the Head, subject to general policy
and strategy set by the Board, as all employees report directly or indirectly to the Head of School.
There can be a tendency, when Boards discuss human resources, particularly if a Board Human
Resources Committee is established, toward unintended expansion of duties into operational matters,
so clarity and understanding of the different roles of the Head and Board must be clearly articulated
and understood.
Currently, about 30% of CAIS schools have established either standing or ad hoc Human Resources
Committees of the Board. While larger schools may have sufficient resources to establish such
committees, smaller schools may consider there is not enough policy work to justify such a committee.
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The Board’s overall human resources oversight responsibilities include:
• Approving the school’s human resources
strategy so that the people, practices and
policies support the educational purpose of
the school and are aligned with the vision,
mission, values and strategies.
• Managing the employment relationship with
the Head.
• Ensuring, through the Head, that effective
talent management and succession planning
systems are in place to identify, develop and
retain top performers and future leaders.
• Approving a compensation philosophy for the
school, including a benefits philosophy and
framework.

• Reviewing relevant comparators of human
resources policies at other schools and
relevant organizations.
• Ensuring appropriate sexual misconduct
policies and procedures are kept up to date.
• Ensuring that as part of the school’s hiring
process actual conversations take place with a
potential employees’ references.
• Monitoring the health of the school’s labour
relations and approving mandates for
collective bargaining, where applicable.
• Monitoring the general human resources
policy framework at the school with a view to
ensuring that it is keeping pace with evolving
human resources standards.

The process by which schools select new employees has gained international
attention. Given that the number one priority of schools is child protection, CAIS
recommends that the following question be part of a verbal reference check to
the most recent employer, with respect to a prospective school employee:
“Our school makes child protection and school safety a top priority and we need
to know if there is anything about this individual that we should be aware of or
concerned about?”
(Eric Roher, the National Leader of the Education Law Focus Group at Borden Ladner Gervais LLP, 2016.)

4

Some Tips for Realizing the Best Outcomes from All Board Committees
As Board members it is your responsibility to ensure that:
• Each committee has a clear, written mandate
that is formally approved by the Board and
understood by all participants—and by the
broader community, as appropriate.

• The Committee Chair encourages open,
thorough and generative discussion, facilitating
the committee’s examination of issues and
potential solutions from different perspectives.

• There is exceptional leadership by the
Committee Chair.

• In each committee meeting, all members
ensure generative and productive discussions.

• The right skills matrix exists among the
membership to complement the work and
mandate of the committee.

• The committee reports through the
Committee Chair to the Board Chair.

• The timetable and expectations are clearly
articulated and understood in advance.
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• The meetings and work of the committee are
appropriately supported by administrators and
staff as needed.

Board Development

Once You Have the Right People, How to Keep Them and Help Them
Succeed
Successful Boards are composed of dynamic, intelligent people who are committed leaders. Making their Board
experience engaging and intellectually satisfying is what will keep them committed to your school and your
cause. This objective can be met through the amalgamation of a number of different activities.

1

Orientation
New Board members should have a thorough understanding of their school, their role and how the
Board works. Schools should provide incoming Board members with a thoughtful, comprehensive
orientation program that meets this objective. There are samples of good Board member orientation
plans in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.
Think of Board orientation as equipping your team with excellent gear and training so that superlative
performance ensues. Mail the Board manual together with other materials to new Governors (see
sample orientation packages in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect) prior to the orientation
day: it is important for them to have everything at their fingertips.
Sending material is not a substitute for a live orientation program. Arranging one-on-one meetings
with the Head, Board Chair, Chair of the Governance and Nominating Committee and other staff, is the
best format for success. Allow time for questions. Make sure the orientation is comprehensive but also
engaging, lively, and fun. A tour of the school’s facilities can be an informative and engaging part of an
orientation program.

2

Professional Development for Board Members
Once Governors begin their work on the Board, they may need additional support to ensure success in
their role. This support, often made possible by the Head and the Chair, can be formal or informal, but
should be given forethought and enabled in a timely, appropriate manner.
Boards can also improve by advancing training and knowledge about governance in several ways.
CAIS is a useful resource in this area and Governors are encouraged to visit the Governance Resources
in CAIS Connect for materials that include governance case studies, sample governance policy
documents, meeting agendas, orientation manuals, position descriptions, current issues webinars,
and trends presentations. There is also a bibliography and list of recommended readings on various
governance topics.
Consider inviting the CAIS Executive Director to arrange a governance workshop at your school. This
is often identified as a great benefit of school membership in the national organization. Where possible,
arrange meetings where Governors at your school can meet and exchange ideas and knowledge with
their peers at other schools.
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3

Professional Development for Chairs
Because the role of Board Chair is of such importance, and because not every Board Chair will come to
the role with prior Chair experience, it may be helpful for the school to organise formal opportunities
for Board Chairs to receive their own professional development.
A possible source of professional development and guidance for Board Chairs can be those who held
the office before. Consider arranging a mentoring program for your Board Chair with not only former
Chairs from your school but other Board Chairs in the sector.
Many schools organize annual gatherings of all former Board Chairs—these people, although their lens
on the school changes once they are no longer involved on the Board, can be an invaluable resource.
CAIS also offers an annual conference for Heads and Chairs which includes sessions on governance
issues and developments, and orientation sessions for new Board Chairs.

4

Retention
Board turnover—especially losing great people—can be difficult for a school. Ensuring the individuals
on your Board are functioning at their best capabilities, and keeping their interest and focus, is a
priority of the Board Chair and the Head. A sudden departure of a Board member or two with deep
institutional memory can dramatically alter Board dynamics.

5

Recognition
Boards are composed of volunteers who are giving many hours of their time per year to ensure the
school’s success. Sometimes, their Board service is the last in a long line of volunteer commitments to
the school that have taken place over the course of many years of service. All schools should have a
formal recognition program for Governors.
• List the names, photos and biographies of all
Governors on the school website.
• Ensure Governors are given special recognition
by the emcee at school-wide events when they
are in attendance.
• Ensure that Governors are given appropriate
opportunities in the course of the school year
to be introduced and acknowledged in the
presence of the senior administrative team,
faculty and other community leaders.

• When Governors step down, ensure there is a
formal recognition process that takes place at
the final Board meeting the Governor attends,
as well as a more informal social occasion
where the Head and Board Chair can thank the
Governor as well as any partner, if appropriate.

After their terms are completed, there is value to engaging former Governors, since they are often
among the school’s biggest supporters and donors.
6

Succession Planning
If Board members announce their retirement from the Board, and only then do you start to
contemplate who will take their seats, you are starting too late. Succession planning is a vital part of
Board composition and good governance practice.

7

Exit Interviews
Every outgoing Governor should be invited to participate in an exit interview with the Board Chair,
Vice-Chair, and/or the Chair of the Governance and Nominating Committee.
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Board Evaluation

How Can Your Board Assess, Improve and Sustain Its Effectiveness?
1

Evaluating the Board
Continued commitment to evaluation and improvement is one of the hallmarks of a CAIS-accredited
independent school. Our communities benefit when Boards strive to improve governance practice,
creating a stronger foundation and a brighter, more secure future for all our students. The Governance
and Nominating Committee traditionally leads this process.
In an ideal world, you will be able to evaluate an independent school Board based on the following
competencies:
• How well does the Board understand and uphold
the mission, vision and values of the school?
• To what extent is the Board a group of learners,
educated on governance practice and selfreflective on their own performance?
• How positive are the interpersonal relationships
among its members?
• To what extent does there exist on the Board
the functional capacity to grow and evolve as a
team, to appreciate complexity and ambiguity in
a variety of contexts and act accordingly?
• Is the Board creating annual calendars of issues,
activities, and discussion topics? (Sample Board
calendars can be found in the Governance
Resources in CAIS Connect.)

• How successfully does the Board avoid
confrontation, and does it build good
community relations?
• How strategic is the Board: both for the
current horizon and the future horizon?
• Is it clear that the Board has strategic
and financial plans, as well as policies and
procedures?
• How well is the Board monitoring the
implementation of strategy to ensure the
vision of the school?
• How well is the Board overseeing the
management of risk?
• Are the correct metrics being used?

Using Board member self-assessments, the evaluation of the Board Chair (by the Board), and other
select inputs, the Governance and Nominating Committee should complete an annual review of Board
effectiveness. This process is an important element of building and maintaining a successful Board and
ensuring accountability in a broader sense.
The Board’s own annual goals and work plan must also relate to the school’s strategic plan so that the
greatest synergy and alignment is evident.
2

Evaluating Governors
It is important to have a process whereby the Board as a whole is reviewed, as well as a format for selfand peer-review. In addition, an open dialogue between the Board Chair and Governors about their
performance in their roles must be possible at any time. Ideally these conversations happen during the
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annual Board evaluation process. Again, this process should be within the mandate of the Governance
and Nominating Committee.
3

Role of Chair in Evaluation
The Chair of the Governance and Nominating Committee plays a central role in all Board assessment
processes, and will normally assume the role of project leader for this work. It is important that this
role not be undertaken by the Board Chair, as a review of the Board Chair’s own performance is an
important part of the review process. At all times, the Board Chair must be open to constructive
comments and reflections on the effectiveness of the Board as a whole, as well as making himself or
herself accessible to any member of the Board with input into the assessment process.
The Board Chair and the Chair of the Governance and Nominating Committee should also plan
annual Board education and training for all members of the Board, ensuring special attention to
governance topics, topics addressing independent schools more broadly, and addressing any areas
of governance that would improve the Board’s performance. Even though staff members may
organize the sessions for the Board, the Board Chair must set the tone for annual evaluation and
training by making it a priority.

4

Governance Reviews
If management is about running the school, governance is about ensuring the school is run well.
However, sometimes “governance” itself needs to be reviewed, to ensure it is “running well.” A
governance review may include nominations process, meeting process, policy, continuity, skills matrix
of members, by-laws, and other governance documents.
The Governance and Nominating Committee should conduct an annual review of the school’s
governance procedures and policies, including a review of the school’s charter, by-laws, Board and
committee mandates, the Board skills matrix, the nominating process, and the Board evaluation
process. This is different than the annual evaluation process of the Board conducted by the
Governance and Nominating Committee. It is, rather, an exercise in reflection on current governance
structure and practice, with an eye to planning for changes.
There is more information about governance reviews available in the Governance Resources in CAIS
Connect. Regularly review the CAIS National Governance Standard for changes.
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The Board and Fund
Development

Is Yours a Fundraising-Oriented Board?

All independent school Boards today are actively engaged in fundraising of some
sort, whether an annual campaign or a specific campaign for capital or endowment,
or both.

Private funds are an important revenue stream for all independent schools, even the newest schools where there
is a shallow alumni/ae base.
All fundraising takes place in the context of an individual’s relationship with the school—whether student, alumni/
ae, parent, grandparent, faculty or staff member. It is the role of the Board to ensure that these relationships are
developed and maintained for the long-term. Strong relationships should enable the school to secure the private
funds needed to support the school’s mission and the objectives of its strategic plan.

1

Board and Development
What are the duties of a Governor with respect to development? The answer is somewhat dependent
on the nature of the fundraising activity at the school, which varies from school to school, but here are
some key activities and responsibilities:
• Ensure the integrity of the school’s relationships
with donors.
• Engage in the process of developing and
executing campaigns.
• Help create a culture of philanthropy throughout
the school community to maximize the
community’s philanthropic potential.

• Create and implement development policies
for the school (together with Head and staff)
including policies related to gift acceptance
and naming/recognition.
• Ensure the school adheres to the terms of gift
agreements and honours donor intent.

These activities are the purview of the whole Board, and although they involve the Director of
Development and other key staff, ultimately these activities demand Board oversight to ensure
successful outcomes.
It is essential that a school has policies dealing with gift solicitation, acceptance, stewardship and
recognition, and that any terms or conditions attached to donations are consistent with the school’s
mission, vision, values and strategy.
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2

Foundations
Although some CAIS member schools have foundations that manage the school’s endowment or
financial assets—and in some cases other assets—they are not a necessary operational structure.
A recent review of CAIS member schools, and associated foundations, indicates that there are three
basic patterns: (a) schools that do not have associated foundations, (b) schools that have established
associated foundations that are relatively inactive, playing the role of holding the school’s endowment
funds, or overseeing that the funds are being properly invested and managed, and (c) schools that
have established associated foundations that hold endowment funds and perhaps other school-related
assets, but also play an active role in the school’s development activities, and in a few cases overseeing
all fundraising efforts.
Foundations have their own Boards and are at arm’s length from the operating Board of the school,
although the Foundation Board Chair may be an ex-officio member of the school’s Board, or there may
be other formalized structures that connect the two Boards.
If your school has a foundation, as a Board member you have an obligation to understand how it
is governed and to have a complete awareness of its policies, by-laws and current operations. The
governance and management of the foundation should be reviewed regularly to ensure that it is
accomplishing its desired purposes.
If your school is contemplating establishing a foundation, it must seriously weigh the wide-ranging
financial, legal, governance and operational implications of such a decision. CAIS has written an
overview of matters to consider when determining whether to establish or maintain an independent
school foundation, which is available in the Governance Resources in CAIS Connect.

3

Development Committee
The Development Committee oversees the fund development program and leads the Board’s
fundraising activity. In a capital or endowment campaign, the school may wish to create a separate
Campaign Cabinet to orchestrate fundraising activity, and the Chair of this body may attend or present
at Development Committee and Board meetings. In some cases, membership may overlap.
The committee may also be involved in the planning and execution of special events, including galas
and fundraising auctions, for example. These initiatives may also have separate planning committees,
but oversight remains with the Development Committee, since revenue generation is usually the
primary motivator for these efforts.
All annual campaigns should include a solicitation of the full Board (indeed, many campaigns start by
ensuring 100% of the Board have made a contribution before the appeal to the larger community is
made) and this should be organized with one-on-one conversations. Following the approach to the
Board, the Board sub-committees should be approached similarly.

4

Board Members’ Individual Role in Development
It is the obligation of Board members to make the school a top philanthropic priority while they serve
on the Board, and to be active in the influencing of others in a way that will encourage gifts to the
school. Not all Board members will be skilled or enthusiastic fundraisers. The Head of School and
development staff will be the key driver of fundraising orientation, planning and execution and will
guide the process by which a Governor solicits his or her peers and associates. Successful fundraising
requires, among other things, a clear and compelling case for the school’s particular funding need, and
a sufficiently large base of engaged, inclined and philanthropic constituents.
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Beyond making a gift, Governors can be helpful in other aspects of successful fundraising
practice, including:
• “Opening doors” for the Head or staff team
where meetings are sought with prospective
funders.
• Actively advocating for the school with
associates and peers who are being courted
by the school for a gift.
• Identifying new prospective corporate
and individual donors (and notifying
development staff).
5

• Helping to provide information and knowledge
about prospective or current donors to the
Head and development staff in support of
ensuring fundraising success.
• Being active in the acknowledgement and
thank-you process for key donors on behalf of
the larger Board.

Donor Stewardship
In an advancement context, “stewardship” is the term used to describe activities that acknowledge
and recognize donors for their philanthropy. This area of fund development is a great arena for Board
engagement: donors appreciate being acknowledged by Governors, and for those Governors who
prefer not to be directly involved in asking for funds, stewardship is a way for them to engage in
advancement within their comfort zone.

6

Operating Principles
Every school wants dynamic leaders, whether at the Board table, on the administrative team or on
the faculty. To have dynamic volunteer leadership for fundraising activity usually involves attracting
and engaging high-profile, wealthy and successful people in the work of the school. Some of these
individuals will be volunteers as well as donors. They will be looking not just to give money to the
school but also to “make a difference.”
Some operating principles for creating a Board that is advancement-oriented include:
• Ensure Governors have a clear understanding
of sound fundraising practice (the process
by which a gift is cultivated, solicited and
stewarded).
• Ensure Governors make the school one of their
philanthropic priorities and ensure they have a
role in fund development (as appropriate).
• Attract major donors to your Board by making
their role satisfying and fulfilling.
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• Set goals and targets.
• Make sure your Board is vigilant about the
balance between “demand” and “supply,” i.e.
the balance between the school’s ambitions
(what it wants money for) and the ability of the
community to support those ambitions (how
much money alumni/ae, parents and others are
willing or able to donate).

7

Three Common Fundraising Mistakes Many
Boards Make:
1

“It’s about asking for money.”
Wrong. Fundraising is about relationships. Good relationships are the foundation of all
fundraising success. Without them, you short-change your school and ignore a pathway to
lasting institutional philanthropy.

2

“Don’t worry about me, I’ve done it before.”
Even if Governors have asked for a gift before, they may not know what’s right in your
school context. Some people will have experience with parent annual campaigns but not
with major gifts or estate gifts. Some will only have experience promoting special event
fundraisers like golf tournaments (ticket or table sales) but will never have solicited a
personal gift face-to-face. Rely on the staff expertise you have and ensure they support and
guide the Board’s involvement.

3

“How hard can it be?”
Correctly engaging people in major gift philanthropy and campaigns is not simple. Be sure
you are given a solid understanding of the underlying philosophy of fundraising—which is less
about a donation today, and more about developing donors/partners who will stick with your
school for the long run. As a Governor, expect to be well-briefed and well-supported on each
fundraising call, and ask to be given regular communication from the Head and the staff on
fundraising progress.

For every Governor who wants to ensure a school’s financial success, advancement
must be an integral part of the overall Board experience, both in understanding and
in practice.
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The Board and Risk
Management

Managing Risk Is One of the Central Responsibilities of Governors
All organizations must manage risk and uncertainty, as well as potential threats to their well-being and
reputation. A central concern of CAIS schools is to keep people safe: in addition to students, teachers and
administrative staff, this also means parents while at the school, school-hired contractors, members of the public
who may rent the school for summer or evening programs, and others visiting or using the school’s facilities.
And there are many other types of risk that schools should be managing: financial, legal, operational, sexual
misconduct, cyber-attack, reputational and so on.
Financial and fiduciary responsibility is also one of the foundations of good governance.
Although no school can anticipate all forms of risk and all forms of potential crisis, all schools can have adaptable
and robust risk and crisis management plans in place.
Because every committee should have risk management as part of its mandate, it is not recommended that there
be a separate Risk Management Committee. In a very real sense, every Governor takes responsibility for risk
management. This is implemented by including a risk review in annual committee mandates and agendas.

1

Board and Risk Management
What are the duties of a Governor when it comes to risk management? The answer, in broad terms, is
that at CAIS schools every Governor shares “risk ownership” and every Governor should be to some
degree a “risk manager.”

2

Principles of Good Risk Management
As guardians of the school’s mission, vision and strategic goals, Boards should ensure that
management:
• Identifies potential risks. Some examples of
potential risks include cyber-security, the
risk involved with school trips, the heath and
safety of all faculty and staff, risks related to
the school’s financial sustainability, and risks
related to potentially damaging culture and
human resources issues, including sexual
misconduct, especially with the proliferation of
social media.
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• Evaluates and assesses current risk
management and communication plans and
updates them as required.
• Mitigates the effects of the risk or crisis with
appropriate best practices.
• Monitors the results of risk management and
improves the process for handling potential
future risk.

3

Steps in Managing Risk
Among the ways Boards can focus and act on these responsibilities:
• Ensure that the school has a structured
process for identifying, assessing, managing
and monitoring the school’s risks, and that the
Board receives regular reports on this process.
These reports should document the status of
major risks, including current exposure and
effectiveness of risk management techniques.
The severity and likelihood of each risk
should be assessed to prioritize each risk and
measure the adequacy of the school’s related
risk mitigation plan.
• Ensure that the Board reviews the scope
of the school’s insurance program and
coverage limits for the school community,
including students, teachers, staff, Governors,
contractors and volunteers.

• Set a policy for maintaining financial reserves
at an appropriate level.
• Communicate relevant details of the risk or
crisis management plan to appropriate school
personnel.
• Approve a policy for the delegation of
authority, which will include responsibilities of
Board committees, the Head and other senior
staff members.
• Institute or approve a crisis management
plan, including escalation and communication
protocols.
• Establish a business continuity plan.

It is important to remember that all risk is not bad and to be avoided. There is a need
for our schools to be innovative over the coming years and innovation necessarily
involves some level of risk. The question for the Board is how much innovation risk
is acceptable in terms of maintaining the long-term sustainability of the school,
keeping in mind that failure to innovate may also jeopardize the strength and
permanence of the school.
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Afterword

Governance is more important to independent schools than ever before. The challenges—
and opportunities!—facing our schools in the 21st century are complex and varied, and
Governors must bring all their talent, experience and fortitude to bear in the fulfillment of
their roles.
Governors are asked to be stewards, ambassadors and visionaries. They “take care” of
the school’s resources, both human and financial, they promote the school’s mission and
its program, and they must consider what steps to take to maintain the relevance and
effectiveness of the school in the future.
What Governors hold in their hands is not just their school as it is today, but the school that
is yet to be. Most Governors probably do not see themselves as stewards, ambassadors and
visionaries. They may think their job is to ensure that the school has a good Head, a sound
plan and that everything is working. But “taking care” of the school’s future—in a very real
sense—is the essential job all Governors. Sometimes this requires that Governors challenge
assumptions and ask if the school can aim higher or be bolder; sometimes this requires
Governors to hold true to traditions that define the culture of the school. Every aspect of
the duty of Governors should be informed by answering this question:

“How does this decision make the school a better place for tomorrow’s students?”

As Governors form their decisions, the goal should always therefore be to take the long
view: to use binoculars, not microscopes. Even as a Governor sees the school for all its
strengths and weaknesses, the Governor must also look outward and forward, into the
future, and consider what the school needs for the years and decades to come.

Governance is not a product, it is a process. Good Boards, like good schools, will
always aim higher, and look for ways to improve themselves.

It is a complex and challenging enterprise, but there is none more vital to the health and
success of great independent schools.
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APPENDIX

Examples of Board-Initiated Policies
Governance Policies and Procedures, Including:
• CAIS Accreditation

• Board orientation

• Terms of reference for each committee

• Evaluation of the Board and Head

• Code of conduct

• Risk management, including liability coverage

• Conflict of interest

• Chair selection process

• Communication between employees, Head, Chair
of the Board and Board

• Nomination process

• Endowment and the distribution formula
• Financial aid

• Appointment of investment council (Board and
Founders if applicable)

• Board skills matrix

• Campus master plan, including ten-year budget
and analysis

• Investments

• Crisis response plan

• Cash management

• Gift acceptance and donor recognition

• Debt management

Examples of Staff-Initiated Policies
Advancement Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Gift acceptance procedures

• Database, privacy and accessibility

• Endowed fund agreements

Enrolment Management Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Applications, including from siblings, children of
alumni/ae, and children of employees

• Record retention for prospective and current
student information

• Financial aid and tuition discounting

• Access to financial information

• Student withdrawal and forfeiture

• Enrolment contract review

• Identification of mission-appropriate students and
families

• Exit interviews
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Financial Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Risk management

• Collection and treatment of overdue accounts

• Investments—long-term

• Capitalization limits for capital assets

• Endowment spending
• Cash flow

• Financial models for projects funded by donations,
including the determination of an amount to be
raised prior to commencement of construction

• Alternative enrolment scenarios/sensitivity analysis

• Accounts payable payment terms

• Use of technology

• Expenditure authorization

• Professional development

• Segregation of duties

Human Resources Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Hiring process policy, including reference check
phone calls
• Compensation, benefits, pension, workload

• School culture, including positive, respectful, and
appropriate relationships with students and with
other adults in the school community

• Termination process

• Recruitment, selection and retention of employees

• Employment contract review

• Discrimination and harassment

• Performance management policy(ies), including faculty
and staff professional development and evaluation

• Safety and sexual misconduct
• Regulatory and statutory compliance

Faculty and Staff Handbook—Information, Policies and Procedures,
Including:
• Compensation policy—school to market

• Recruitment, selection and retention of employees

• Termination process

• Discrimination and harassment

• Performance management policy(ies), including
faculty and staff evaluation

• Reporting suspected child abuse within the school
or elsewhere

• School culture, including positive, respectful, and
appropriate relationships with students and with
other adults in the school community

• Online safety

Student Handbook—Information, Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Bullying, including cyber bullying

• Expectations of participation in co-curriculars

• Alcohol and drugs

• Ethical code aligned with mission

• Harassment

• Off-site travel

• Academic integrity

• Acceptable use of technology

• Homework and attendance

• Reporting suspected child abuse within the school
or elsewhere

• Expectations of conduct and discipline policies
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Health, Safety and Child Protection Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Immunization

• Release of student/children health concerns

• Allergies

• Accident report

• Dispersion of medication

• Suspected child abuse

Student Transportation Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Driver eligibility requirements

• Loading procedures and weight ratings

• Driver training and assessment

• Vehicle emergency equipment

• Vehicle licensing, insurance and inspection

Field Trip and Excursion Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Insurance, waivers, and liability releases

• Assessing teacher/leader competency

• Medical and emergency response plans
• Supervision and training

• Consent of parent/guardian and acknowledgement
of risk

• Billeting procedures

• Consent of volunteer

• Communications protocols (teacher to school,
teacher to parents, students to teachers, students
to parents, etc.)

• Volunteer driver authorization

• Detailed trip planning

• Incident report form, and the review process by
which excursions are evaluated and corrective
measures are identified for future excursions

• Itinerary plan

Risk Management Program, Analysis, Policies and Procedures
Emergency Response Plans, Policies and Procedures, Including:
• Building evacuation
• Medical emergency

• Procedures for a threat inside and/or outside
the building

Regular Faculty/Staff Training in Safety-Related Policies and
Procedures, Including:
• Child protection

• Outdoor education

• First aid

• Water safety, fire safety, etc.

• CPR
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